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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Dear Members,

This issue of Management Review brings to you articles across diverse topics and
areas of management. The first paper of Mr. Amresh Srivastava brings clarity on
various forms of human behavior leading to conflicts in organizations. With growth of
service sector, the importance of CRM is gaining weight. Dr. Seema Girdhar has
brought out the CRM strategies in service sector in her well documented paper. The
challenges of “Recession” are discussed and debated at various forums, the
recession has become a way of life. Paper by Prof. Diwakar Goel focuses on options
available to organizations to combat recession. Recession also possess challenge of
attracting talent and developing employees. Papers by Mr. Shavikesh Goel and Mr.
Saurabh Kare would give you strategies that organizations can adopt for attracting &
developing talent. Mr. Gupta’s write-up would help you to develop successful
manager leader qualities.
Management cartoons on CSR from Mr. Iqbal Sachdeva are refreshing.
Business Process Management is fast becoming a necessity for business
excellence. We bring in this issue a concept note on BPM to expose you to the
concept.

With Best Wishes,
Dr. Sunil Abrol
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Bullying, Violence, Harassment, Discrimination and
Stress
-

What is Bullying?
Definitions
Bullying may be defined as the activity of
repeated, aggressive behaviour intended to
hurt another person, physically or mentally.
Bullying is characterized by an individual
behaving in a certain way to gain power
over another person.
Norwegian researcher Dan Olweus says
bullying occurs when a person is:
Exposed, repeatedly and over time, to
negative actions on the part of one or more
other persons'. He says negative actions
occur when a person intentionally inflicts
injury or discomfort upon another person,
through physical contact, through words or
in other ways.
Bullying has many definitions, one of them
by the Workplace Bullying Institute uses is:
"Bullying is a systematic campaign of
interpersonal destruction that jeopardizes
your health, your career, the job you once
loved. Bullying is a non-physical, nonhomicidal form of violence and, because it
is violence and abusive, emotional harm
frequently results"

Mr. Amresh Srivastava

Management, Prevention, and Costs
Workplaces in which bullying is allowed to
occur undermine the pursuit of a business
growth and profitability and may lead to a
detrimental impact on the corporate image
with the public at large.
Specifically, the costs of workplace bullying
include time and production lost due to
factors
which
include
employees'
preoccupation with negative circumstances,
and resulting costs to the company's
overhead, loss of skill and experience when
a worker leaves due to being bullied, and
time spent training his/her replacement,
lowered employee morale, medical and
insurance costs, provision of counselling
services, and harm to a company's
reputation.
In today's workplaces, the approach by
management to OHS (Occupational Health
& Safety) should emphasize both physical
and psychological health.
Occupational health and safety laws have
long dealt with physical risks, and now
psychological risks are beginning to be
treated
similarly.
Undertaking
risk
assessments, implementation of a policy
statement against bullying which includes
definitions and examples, information
dissemination and training to both
5
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supervisors and employees, institution of
complaint and investigation processes, and
follow-up are quickly moving from
recommended to required steps for
addressing bullying in the workplace.
Human resources professionals, attorneys,
and safety mangers, as well as high level
management, must be aware of workplace
bullying developments. Workplace bullying
has been made illegal outside of the United
States, in countries where many
multinational
corporations
may
do
business. Whether or not legislation has
been enacted in a country, State, territory,
or province, these emerging workplace risks
and liabilities should be proactively
managed for the best interests of
employers and employees.
Since US employment law does not (yet)
explicitly state that workplace bullying is
"illegal" this topic largely goes ignored until
it enters into a more "recognizable"
harassment complaint. Be warned though,
those who procrastinate, ignore or pretend
that it will go away will, more than likely,
find themselves in court, on their way to
court or attempting to avoid court (via
arranging a financial settlement of some
kind).
Ellen Pinkos Cobb, J.D., provides a global
overview of pertinent non-regulatory
initiatives, legislative trends, and key
requirements of legislation for over 50
countries in Western and Eastern Europe,
the Asia Pacific Region, the Middle East and
Africa, and the United States.

What NOT to do
1. Don't let the workplace culture manage
itself. A workplace culture is made of a
team of individuals focused on several
work-related priorities and at times can
lose focus on what proper social
interaction looks like in the workplace.
Senior leadership needs to not only set
the tone, but sustain and enforce a safe,
bully-free workplace (which really
means creating a "zero tolerance"
workplace).
This, of course, is setting the bar pretty
low; the goal should be to create a
professional,
progressive-minded
workplace that encourages idea-sharing
and thoughtful risk-taking, where bullies
are afraid to conduct unprofessional
behaviour due to their own fear of
chastisement.
2. Don't pretend (and hope) that the bully
or bullies will cease and desist on their
own. Once a bully starts, unless
detoured by a larger more authoritative
force (e.g. the organization, the
management team or others), the
bullying will increase not decrease.
When no corrective action is taken a
bully is emboldened to do and say
more, not less.
3. Don't fail to take complaints seriously.
"Verma always complains about
everything and everyone!" It can indeed
be very difficult to take all complaints or
reports seriously. Make certain,
however that you follow up with the
6
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individual reaching out. Interview the
employee as well as others and do so
swiftly and in a fashion where you
document factual content as you go. Do
not allow a significant time to lapse
between the bullying complaint and
your action. Remember, a workplace
bully is a constant force.
4. Don't minimize concerns. If there is a
legitimate issue, take concise action. Let
the bully know that the behaviour will
not be tolerated and that a, "I was just
joking with her" statement is not an
acceptable defence. Shrugging off issues
that may seem relatively small will invite
those small issues to grow into large,
problematic and potentially expensive
issues.

What you risk if
workplace bullying

you

4. Lawsuits. The costs of settling a lawsuit
can be painful. Allowing workplace
issues to get to this phase may be a
good sign that proper attention has not
been paid to this matter (especially if
this is not the first time a lawsuit has
been filed).
5. Your reputation. Let's face it, your
company is not maximizing its full
potential if your reputation is not
vibrant, progressive and healthy. If word
gets out that your workplace is hostile
or that your leadership team allows for
hazing, bullying or harassment you will
spend the next several years rebuilding
your organization's good name.

How Employers Can Set the Cultural
Tone

ignore

1. Unhappy employees. If left alone you
will
eventually
adopt
unhappy
employees who feel imprisoned and
helpless.
2. Loss of productivity. Unhappy and
disenfranchised employees are not
efficient employees. No surprise there.
Bullying impacts your bottom line, even
if it does not show itself on your profit
and loss statement.
3. Brain drain. Your employee attrition
rate will increase, guaranteed. It is only
a matter of time. For this reason alone
you should ensure that bullying
behaviour is kept at bay.

Unfortunately, the organization is not
known either how to
 Handle a bullying complaint;
 Know what to do after the concern has
been shared;
 How to care for the employee sharing
the concern during the investigative
phase and
 How to arrange a leadership team who
is charged with creating a safe culture to
prevent it from occurring to begin with.
Creating a strategy with your leadership
team prior to a complaint is the best way to
establish a culture that rejects this type of
behaviour.
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How to Keep Bullying From Infecting
Your Workplace or Team.
1. Culture building. Before training occurs,
the employee handbook is developed or
hiring of new employees is done, the
leadership team needs to discuss how
to build a safe workplace culture for its
employees. Again, a "zero tolerance"
policy is best. If an employee chooses to
ignore this policy then that employee
chooses to work someplace else.
2. Employee training. Training for
supervisors and for employees should
be scheduled annually. Moreover, if
there are employees who struggle with
obeying these guidelines then begin
coaching this employee immediately
and often.
3. Develop the "Zero Tolerance" policy.
Not only will this become a policy for
the employee handbook, but once again
it will help you create a workplace
culture that all understand and
appreciate.
4. Create a whistle blowing program.
Employers need to encourage their
employees to step up and put a voice to
what they experience, witness and/or
suspect. Again, once a culture of trust is
established with your employees then
people will eventually share their
experiences.
5. Be known for swift follow up. When
employees do share concerns an
investigation
should
be
started
immediately. You may find the
complaint to be invalid and the

investigation concludes the following
day, but make certain that you look into
the situation and that you follow
through with involved team members
so that closure is recognized by all.
Finally, a special note: from the complaint
phase to the investigation phase, clear
through to the follow up phase, make sure
that you, or whomever is investigating, are
documenting everything: the discussions,
your findings, etc. Document facts only, not
your opinions and be sure that you use
names, dates, and quotes whenever
possible.
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CRM Strategy Adopted by Service Sector
-Dr. Seema Girdhar
According to kotler, Keller, Koshi and Jha
(CRM) is the process of carefully managing
detailed information about individual
customers and all customer “touch points”
to maximize customer loyalty. A customer
touch point is any occasion on which a
customer encounters the brand and
product – from actual experience to
personal or mass communication to casual
observation.
CRM is a latest strategy adopted by many
organizations today. However the concept
is very old as it was done at an unorganized
level long back. Traditionally businesses
competed with others on the basis of price
or the product features or by locating them
at the places they are in demand. But in the
present-day environment, it is very difficult
to compete on the basis of product features
alone as so many technologies exist that
facilitate near replication of functions and
features, taking away the first mover
advantage. The time lag before the
competition catches up is very small. Pricing
used to be a major differentiator in creating
perception about the product and in many
cases still is, but does not have the same
effect any longer. Location is the oldest
form of differentiator, but with ecommerce, the world has become a global
village and this form of competitive
advantage has also gone. But most

important of all, the change is shift from
product related differentiation to service
related differentiation. Customers are no
longer satisfied with only products but
expect the best possible after sales service.
Similarly the size of the company, mass
production capabilities, economics of scale
all have lost their relevance. Thanks to IT for
huge volumes of information available on
the Internet, the customer has become
knowledgeable and the balance of power
tilted towards customer. Customers today
are getting any information about the
product or service or any other issue in real
time. This is no doubt facilitating the
customer into taking an informed decision,
but posing a great challenge to the
businesses
in
satisfying
these
knowledgeable customers. With the
availability of all the necessary information,
the customer has become very choosy and
demanding. The scales now clearly tilted in
favor of the customer. Today customer is
the king and queen.
A Process implemented by a company to
handle its contact with its customers by
storing information on current and
prospective customers. Used by business to
improve services provided directly to
customers and to use the information in the
system for targeted marketing and sales
purposes. When customers approach a
9
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business for a service, they also have an
expectation
associated
with
their
experience. The completed transaction
leaves some kind of experience in the minds
of the customers with regard to their
expectation”. If the experience is pleasant
the customer will repurchase otherwise he
will not. Many surveys conclusively proved
that repeat purchases are based on
customer satisfaction and experience with
that company.

that the revenues can improve only when
needs of the customers are well understood
perceived and the organization fulfils those
needs effectively by offering suitable
products or services. Organizations have
become alive to these important findings
and many of them are making sincere
attempts to serve the customer better. This
is reflected in IBM’s philosophy when they
say that they did not sell products but sell
solutions.

In the era of highly demanding customer,
increasing competition, mature markets,
lowering product, price differentiation, the
new reality had dawned on to the
businesses that is only way to sustain
revenues and growth is by treating the
existing customers well with their
expectations and providing best experience
to them. Various studies have brought out
that it is 7 to 10 times more expensive to
attract a new customer than retaining the
existing ones. Further a satisfied customer
becomes the ambassador for the
organization where as a dissatisfied
customer can discourage many potential
customers. Businesses clearly understood
that the only way to survival and growth is
by ensuring that the customer comes back
to them in future. A study by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) found a
strong correlation between the customer,
satisfaction and customer retention. The
study found that 95% of the customers
would come back if they perceive the
service as ‘Excellent” and this dropped very
significantly to 60% if service level is
perceived as ‘good’. This study also found

CRM
provides
the
competitive
differentiation in near parity environment.
CRM enables organizations to adopt
customer centric processes of identifying,
acquiring, nurturing, retaining customers
and developing life long relationships with
them by providing best possible service and
satisfaction in the process of achieving
organizational goals. Towards this end CRM
aims at serving the customers on a one to
one basis, reducing the intermediaries,
continuously monitoring customer needs,
both stated and unstated, and providing
services and products in alignment with
those needs.
Relationship marketing is emerging as the
core marketing activity for businesses
operating
in
fiercely
competitive
environments. On an average, businesses
spend six times more to acquire customers
than they do to keep them (Gruen, 1997).
Therefore, many firms are now paying more
attention to their relationships with existing
customers to retain them and increase their
share of customer’s purchases.
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Successful organizations use three
steps
to
build
customer
relationships:
•

determine mutually satisfying goals
between organization and customers

•

establish and maintain customer rapport

•

produce positive feelings in the
organization and the customers

Goals Of CRM
Companies interact with their customers in
a number of ways including marketing and
advertising, direct mail campaigns, web
sites, call centers, mobile sales force, brickand-mortar stores. CRM is an organizational
strategy to develop mutually profitable life
long relationships with the customer. The
goals of CRM are to:
a.

Use
technology
and
human
resources to gain understanding of
needs and behaviors of present and
potential customers

b.

Acquire, retain and establish
mutually rewarding one to one
relationships with customers

c.

Provide better customer service to
customers

d.

Identify high value customers so
that the organization can serve
them better with differential service

e.

Collect customer information at all
possible points and making this
information available to the entire
organization
wherever
and

whenever needed, so that the
customer could be served better.
f.

To get maximum ‘wallet share’ of
the customer

g.

Increase customer revenues by cross
selling and up selling

h.

Simplify marketing and sales process

In a way CRM is just going back to basics.
Despite so much of attention and
discussion, there is nothing new about
organizations desire to maximize their
profitability through better customer
service and one to one market. Accordingly
he provided the services by establishing a
relationship with each one of them in the
process
enhancing
the
customer
satisfaction and experience. He could do it
because he had a few customers. But how
can organizations with a thousand or
million of customers achieve this? Here is
where technology comes in. Present day
technologies have provided the business to
go back to the future to apply this model.
Now with CRM, big businesses want to
emulate the street corner grocer, to know
every thing about the customer, his needs,
preferences, not only present but also
future, and cater to serve him accordingly.
Businesses aim at developing life long
relationships with customers through CRM.
CRM advocates that organizations must
shift from the constant customer acquiring
mode to customer retention mode by
developing a mutually profitable life long
relationship and then maximize the life time
value of this relationship by ensuring that
11
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customers spend more on the products and
services offered by the organization.
CRM is a business strategy and philosophy.
Organizations can also practice CRM
without technology. For instance when you
were on a business trip to another city the
hotel with whom you have booked sends
across the transport to receive you with a
bouquet of flowers. The driver is very
helpful and the hotel reserves one of the
sea facing rooms on the top floor with a
great view for you, which you like. The food
was very good and the quality of service
excellent. Further the hotel appears to
know each of your likings from food to
drinks, even the color of the pillow covers
and bed sheets. The next day happens to be
your birthday and the hotel sends you a
card, a cake and a bottle of wine on the
house. They invite you for a dinner on a
special table, announce your birth day and
the musician plays a tune for you especially.
The hotel did this without your mentioning
any thing about your birthday to them. The
experience was so pleasant and on your
way back, you made a decision. Whenever
you visit that place you will stay with them.
The entire thing reflects effective practice
of CRM by an organization. In the entire
issue technology was nowhere involved.
The point here is CRM can be practiced
without technology. Same concept is
adopted by PIZZA HUT also where in they
announce the birthday sing song for them
and treat that person specially. Even
nationalized banks today wish you on your
important date like birthday, and inform
you your account updates through sms.

Organizations formulate different strategies
for different areas for achieving the goals of
the organization. CRM is one of the many
strategies. Strategies like product strategy,
marketing strategy, and CRM strategy are
formulated to achieve these goals. Plans are
the means of executing strategies. As a part
of new product strategy one may plan
advertising. Objectives are measurable
targets of each plan, for example containing
customer churn to less than 10% can be one
objective of CRM plans. Tactics is how
organizations
achieve
objectives.
Establishing a call center may be one of the
tactics of achieving the objective of limiting
churn rate bellow 10%. CRM technologies
are implemented at this tactical level.

CRM: Different Acronyms
With the concept of CRM becoming
immensely popular, a number of similar
acronyms have found their way into the
jargon. Some of them are as followed
1. eCRM: Stands for electronic Customer
Relationship Management and basically
the web based CRM.
2. ECRM or ERM: Stands for enterprise
CRM and people started referring to
CRM that spans the whole enterprise as
ECRM.
3. PRM: Stands for Partner Relationship
Management and refers to the
relationship management associated
with sales channel and alliance partners.
4. ECRM: Known as collaborative CRM in
which customers can directly interact
12
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with the company through the Internet
and web.
5. SRM: Refers to Supplier Relationship
Management
that
helps
the
organizations in evaluating the vendors
with the aim of creating value for the
customers by optimizing supplier
qualification
based
on
various
parameters.
6. mCRM: Refers to CRM using mobile or
wireless technologies
7. xCRM: x is a place holder for other
forms of CRM (May be in future).
CRM includes many aspects which relate
directly to one another:
•

•

•

•

Front office operations — Direct
interaction with customers, e.g. face to
face meetings, phone calls, e-mail,
online services etc.
Back office operations — Operations
that ultimately affect the activities of
the
front
office
(e.g.,
billing,
maintenance, planning, marketing,
advertising, finance, manufacturing,
etc.)
Business relationships — Interaction
with other companies and partners,
such as suppliers/vendors and retail
outlets/distributors, industry networks
(lobbying groups, trade associations).
This external network supports front
and back office activities.
Analysis — Key CRM data can be
analyzed in order to plan targetmarketing campaigns, conceive business
strategies, and judge the success of

CRM activities (e.g., market share,
number and types of customers,
revenue, profitability).
Proponents of CRM software claim that it
doesn't only allow more effective ways of
managing customer relationships, but also
more customer-centric ways of doing
business. Executives often cite the need for
the proper tools as a barrier to delivering
the experience their customers are
expecting. A 2009 study of over 860
corporate executives revealed only 39%
believe that their employees have tools and
authority to solve customer problems.
Employee are the base for building
relationship if organization have motivated
and satisfied employees they will definitely
present the image of service organization
to customer in best way and convince the
customer to remain loyal to organization.
Loyal customers grow the organization and
becomes the base to build relationship.
ICICI used to spend a lot of energy trying to
make sales. Now their emphasis has
changed – they spend their energy to get to
know the customer better. It is when a
customer feels comfortable with the
relationship they have with ICICI that they
are likely to deepen their commercial
relationship with them. The call centre is
there new tool to getting to know the
customer better.
The Aviation horizon in India is becoming
increasingly competitive. Airlines need to
stay more customer focused and employ
13
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effective CRM regardless of whether they
are PSUs, full-service providers, Low-Cost
Carriers (LCCs) or innovators.
Tesco ensured that all its customers
received magazines that contained material
suited to their lifestyles. The company had
worked out a mechanism for determining
the advertisements and promotional
coupons that would go in each of the over
150,000 variants of the magazine. This had
been made possible by its world-renowned
customer relationship management (CRM)
strategy framework.

strategies.
Banks
have
relationship
managers for select customers, airlines
have frequent flyer programs to reward
loyal customers, credit cards offer
redeemable bonus points for increased card
usage, telecom service operators provide
customized services to their heavy users,
and hotels have personalized services for
their regular guests.

The loyalty card scheme (launched in 1995)
laid the foundations of a CRM framework
that made Tesco post growth figures in an
industry that had been stagnating for a long
time. The data collected through these
cards formed the basis for formulating
strategies
that
offered
customers
personalized services in a cost-effective
manner.

Achievement through CRM:
•

•

•

All sales or service related interaction a
company has with each individual
customer.
Track and detail personal customization
for company and online experience to
improve the relationship.
Work flow automation and a well
documented
service history for
customer support.

Worldwide service organizations have been
pioneers in developing customer retention
14
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Managerial Practices Helpline- Management
Accountants
- Mr. Asok Chattopadhya
Modern day management practice has
become very complicated and decisive.
Fulfilling statutory obligations, abiding by
govt rules and regulations, managing
employee dis-satisfactions, rising raw
material and input costs, growing
competitions and global challenges keep
the managers engaged. Maintaining the
profitability of the business becomes the
prime necessity and that remains the great
challenge before any management. Any
decision making in the managerial practice
require financial data and expertise to
interpret the same in the decision making
format. Management accountants are being
used more and more by the management
for this specialised job because of their style
of functioning and pragmatic approach.
There remains a growing difference
between a financial accountant and a
management accountant in the approach,
use of data and its perspective. Product
costing, for e.g., is required by both the
management accountants and financial
accountants. Whereas financial accountants
use this data of product costing for the
purpose of inventory valuation, a
management accountant use this data of
product costing for the purpose of pricing
decision and arrive at the average cost of
unit which help business managers to take

decision about the product pricing and
marketing strategy.
A management accountant always focuses
for the workings and data for the internal
users i.e. for the managers and decision
makers whereas the financial accountant
uses data for the external users such as
Revenue Deptt, statutory audit etc. The
purpose of management accountants are to
help the management with the required
input which will help the management team
in taking crucial decision in this competitive
business world. The time horizon a
management accountant works involves the
past data, present scenario and the future
predictions / forecasts based on certain
principles / observation and in case of
financial accountant the horizon is limited
to the accounting year. In short, a Financial
Accountant is actually doing an autopsy of
the business while the management
accountants are co-generators of the
various business decisions by actively taking
part in the process.
We have embraced Globalization long back
and our business and decision making
processes have taken a 3600 turn from the
practices followed during the good old days.
In this day of Oracle and ERP, finance
functions still remain at the medieval era
15
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and continue to publish audited balance
sheets days after the closing period of the
financial year mainly because of the Govt
regulations. Ideally, finance department
have to follow the Govt rules and
regulations and prepare company’s
statement of affair accordingly. There is no
implication of globalization and its
economic changes on this profession. Any
change in the Govt regulation will change
their system of working and the business
perspective has got nothing to do with this
function.
Contrary to this, the profession of
management accountants has grown to a
larger size and are poised to serve the
management with more details and
accurate workings by imparting knowledge
and experiences shared from across the
globe. It is evident in developed countries
that management accountants are being
used as an important member of the
decision making process of the company
and their advices have been considered in
crucial decisions. Even those Governments
have increased their dependency upon the
management audit reports for various
industry related economic decisions.
Every growing day the business process is
becoming complex particularly when a
change in small economic condition in a
small country can send ripple effects in the
global economy and prices can be
destabilised. In case of a continuous process
industry where raw material and finished
goods are exposed to global economic
effects, the costing of products is changed

at every moment. At such point pricing the
product with continuous margin variations
can be the edge over the competitors. Such
data is actually controlled and monitored by
the management accountants.
It is imperative that no profession can be
regulated merely through the audit
procedure and its control by the govt. we
have all noticed the fall out of the same in
the cases of Enron, Shell and our very own
Satyam. The statutory reporting in all these
cases have gone wrong under the signature
of auditors merely because of absence of
any mechanism to have cross checked.
Management accountants are saviours at
this point because of their involvement in
the running of the business and generating
data / report from the basic functions of the
business.
In our earlier example of product cost as
calculated by the management accountant
is considered by financial accountant in
arriving at the inventory valuation only. The
same product cost is used by the
management for determining the product
pricing and thereby the profitability. Such
profit, as derived by the management
accountant and the financial profit shown in
the statement of affairs, when compared
and reconciled (which is done as a standard
measure of Management Audit function)
spells out the differences between the
financial statement and the realistic
position of the affairs of the business. When
the two reports are placed before the same
controlling agency or the management/
Board of Directors, the differences are
16
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identified which saves from opening up a
pandora’s box at later date.
The characteristics of management
accountants have made them indispensible
in the management decision making
process and more and more managers are
showing growing dependency upon the
management accountants. Boards of
Directors are depending upon the
management accountants for the corporate
governance and are relying upon the
management audit reports.
Unfortunately, in India we are not
recognizing this profession and the new

companies act has failed to identify these
characteristics and quality of the profession
and gone back to the earlier days of
regulated cost audit rather than the
forward path of unregulated professional
growth through mandatory provisions in
the law. It is for the benefit of the corporate
world and the managers’ own need such
profession should be promoted and not to
be regulated by orders. This will not only
make the decisions faster but will also
substantiate the decision at a later date
when the management have to face the
reality.
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Attracting Senior Talent During Difficult Times
-Mr. Shavikesh Goel
The World around us seems to be in
turmoil. Not only are the geo-political issues
overwhelming most of the countries, the
economic situation has caused even greater
consternation
among
governments,
businesses and people. Though history
shows that the both the above situations
improve over a period of time and follow a
sinusoidal pattern, the enormity of the
situation at any given point in time is
enough to bog human beings down. The
humans are influenced easily and quickly by
negative sentiments more than the positive
ones and it leads to a chain reaction,
spreading negativity all around.
While the governments have bigger
problems to solve during an economic
slowdown, the businesses are left to fend
for themselves. And businesses are the first
ones to feel the effects of an economic
slowdown. While top-lines and bottomlines get eroded, the bigger erosion is of the
real assets of the organizations – it’s
people.
The
economic
upheaval
creates
uncertainties in the minds of the
employees, especially since most of them
are not involved in the management of the
business and have limited information of
the real situation their organizations face.
Half-baked information doing the rounds
spreads the uncertainty further down the
hierarchy, leading to people either quitting

out of panic or staying put but becoming
sub-optimal in their performance. In either
case, it adds to the organizations’ woes,
which are trying hard to manage the
businesses and need motivated team
members to brave the odds. While retaining
people is the first priority, attracting new
talent is equally important.
New talent helps to bring in a fresh
perspective and invigorate the otherwise
gloomy environment. However, attracting
new talent could be as big a challenge as
retaining people. Attracting talent requires
the organizations to present the facts of the
current situation in a way that while it
presents the difficulties in a nonthreatening way, it also presents the
opportunities in a neutral way. Creating
excitement around the job is good but
overdoing it may result in the job being
perceived either as selling a false promise
or too good to be true in the dull economic
scenario. More so, if the prospective
candidates are from the same industry, they
may already be aware of the real situation
on the ground and any tall claims by the
organizations may seem hollow. This is
particularly pertinent for senior positions,
as senior professionals become more
selective in exploring new options during a
slowdown and have a better awareness of
their business environment.
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I would like to touch upon two aspects
which would help organizations to attract
new talent, especially during difficult times:
Packaging the Opportunities and Packaging
the Organisation itself.

scheme of things because of his/her
knowledge of multiple industries in a similar
situation, by being detached from the
organisation, yet being closely connected at
the same time.

Packaging the Opportunities:

Packaging the Organisation:

Most senior professionals become over
cautious and sometimes even skeptical of
the opportunities coming their way during
an economic slowdown. Hence, the
opportunities have to be packaged in a way
that they entice the candidates enough to
explore these further while at the same
time talking of the real-time challenges
(minus the jargon) that the candidates are
likely to face. While organizations have the
wherewithal to do it themselves, engaging a
professional Executive Search Company
helps in bringing a neutral perspective and a
wider reach to better candidates. It also
helps the organisation to detach itself from
the process and focusing on the outcome. A
good Executive Search Consultant is also
able to package the opportunities in a
better way, generating and gradually
elevating the interest of the candidates as
they move up in the hiring process. He/she
can sell and de-sell the job as is required at
various stages while conveying a non-biased
approach. Incidentally, the candidates
appreciate this very much as they feel more
comfortable
talking
about
their
apprehensions, which they may not want to
share with the HR team of the organizations
they apply to, for obvious reasons. The
executive search consultant is also able to
bring in a broader perspective to the

While presenting the opportunities in a
better way is more form an internal
perspective, packaging the organisation
itself in a positive light helps create a better
image to the outside world. And one
doesn’t need an image consultant to
achieve this. The role of the Senior
Management and Human Resources
becomes crucial during tough times. While
they have to focus on the top and bottomlines, they should also be creating an
environment of confidence amongst the
team members by ensuring that everyone
remains focused and is not dragged into
negative thoughts and discussions. A
regular good connect with the team
members during the good times goes a long
way in creating a general sense of positivity,
and in turn helps the organizations project a
better image at all times, thus, attracting
better professionals. Unfortunately, most of
the organizations end up doing the opposite
when bad times hit and unwittingly add to
the panic.
By instilling the best practices through the
normal course, the organizations can offset
the ill effects of an economic slowdown to a
great extent. And seeking help from
external experts definitely helps in staying
focused and getting the larger picture of
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industry on the whole,
knowledge and experience
experts. This should hold the
in good stead and help them
tough times.

besides the
of industry
organizations
tide over the

As is evident, tough times don’t last, tough
organizations do. By following the pointers
above, better talent can be attracted to
present an even tougher fight to counter
the tough times.
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“Recession ”- A Myth or Reality
- Prof. Dewakar Goel
During the last two years we have
witnessed globally the phenomenal change
in the pay packets of technical and nontechnical executives not only in IT sector
but in other sectors also. Gone are the days
when we used to get surprised by seeing
the programme “Kaun Banega Crorepati”.
People used to feel jealous about the
winner and it used to create a great amount
of confusion in the minds of general public
for prospective planning of the winner as to
how he is going to spend one crore rupees,
a huge sum. The salary levels were not so
high so as to talk about crores. The sudden
rise in employment opportunities in our
country with unbelievable high pay packets,
something which cannot be digested easily,
especially when the frauds like Satyam have
come to light. Well these kinds of frauds
were quite common during 1980’s and
1990’s also.
We have seen the failure of banks like
Global Trust Bank ultimately gone to
Oriential Bank of Commerce and losses
were beyond sustainability. Now in the
case of Satyam it is the question of 53,000
employees and they are all in high pay
packets. The Harshad Mehta’s financial
scam is still there in our memory. The
effects were not so damaging because the
losses were incurred by people who were
involved with big financial transactions.
Today you will find the executives leaving

the jobs just for financial considerations;
there is no question of loyalty with the
company. The Government jobs including
the jobs with Defence Services are
becoming non-lucrative. The unemployed
graduate was in dilemma as to whether to
join a BPO for a sum of Rs.20, 000 a month
or to prepare for competitions for
government jobs, it is not certain.

Higher Compensation – Need of the
hour
Let us debate what are these high pay
packets especially when I know my senior
colleagues with MNCs enjoying high pay
packets to a tune of Rs.4.5 crore per annum
and one of my friend is getting Rs.1.2
crores per annum as HR Head of an MNC.
Of course there is high level of attrition and
people talk about Hot Skills Management.
The HR executives are finding it difficult to
retain the competent people with the
company. The old management stories are
going on failure path in identifying the
causes. The companies are losing their
brand images because of diversification and
profit has become a sole motive and the
consumer expectations are being ignored.
The question comes as to how these
companies are being able to afford such a
high compensation to the people working
with them.
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The per capita income in our country with
GDP growth is not getting increased with
such a speed that a lower middle class
person with an average salary of Rs.10,000
per month can afford to visit malls for
purchase of household grocery items. But
still I wonder some time whether crowd is
there in these malls. Lack of customers on
various outlets of these malls which are
making our metros comparable to world
class cities is not being discouraged rather
new malls are coming up day after day.
While interacting with sales boys and girls
across the country in Chennai, Kolkata,
Delhi and Mumbai, my main question was
their salary, as to how much they are
getting to maintain high standards. It was a
big surprise that I came to average salary of
Rs.5, 000 per month only for a contract job
with no proper appointment letter. Then
what is the reason for these young dynamic
graduates to take up these jobs. When I
asked them about their educational and
family backgrounds, in most of the cases
say 90% boys and girls are coming from well
to do middle class families with quantum of
10% coming from high income group
families.
My long research on the aspect of
employment which is generated in metros
with the opening of malls gave some
revealing facts. These sales personnel are
doing their graduation through distance
learning or correspondence. Rs.5,000 is a
pocket money, may be they spend in ten
days time, the salary is not a material for
them and it is in fact the freedom which
they got in making friends, to enjoy the life

with the new definitions of character and
morality. They hardly bothered about the
career barring a few isolated cases, where I
found the people from lower strata needing
employment to support the parents while
continuing the education by means of
distance education or otherwise.

Influx of BPO with unrealistic
package
There has been mushrooming of Business
Processes Outsourcing (BPO) with their
identitiy as Call Centres where the
requirement is only good communication
skills. It is good business tactic for the
people by employing large number of nongraduates with good English background.
The younger generation got easily
influenced to switch over from regular
classes to correspondence courses because
the Call Centre gives easily a monthly salary
of Rs.15, 000 to Rs.20, 000 per month.
There is no thinking about career plans or
competitions. The concept is to live life as it
comes.
About 15-20% cases these Call
Centre boys and girls are marrying in young
age and pretend to enjoy the life for the
combined salary of Rs.30, 000- Rs.40, 000 a
month. Continuous night duties start giving
effect after a period of one or two years
and then the same person looks for 10 am
to 5pm job to have a proper sleep atleast.
You will be surprised to know that the same
couple who was getting Rs.40, 000
combined salary is ready to come for Rs.25,
000 just to have an office job during day
time.
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A couple of years back Mc Kinsley, the
consultancy firm estimated that India’s
factories would need 73 million workers by
the year 2015 and if we believe in rough
calculations as on today’s position it will be
an increase of 50%. If I am talking about
the aviation sector, the airlines operating in
the country projected to add 440 new
planes by 2010 for their fleets and for these
aircrafts they may require 3200 trained
pilots besides additional staff for cabin crew
and handling etc., A wild calculation on this
account will account there will be 40,000
vacancies in the coming three to four years
if the proposed plan materializes. Indian
aviation is a US$6 billion industry and all
projections were there indicating a very fast
growth till 2020. We have witnessed the
recent lay off exercises by airlines followed
by reduction in wages. They could not
succeed in retrenching the people because
of hue and cry by media. If you ask me, the
concerned persons from airlines were not
solely dependent on their job, which is why
at that time some of them expressed their
view, they are prepared to work on half of
the salary but need the job.

Induction as main check point
The recruitment in the civil aviation sector
is also a typical case, where there is
mushrooming of private institutes claiming
to train the people for every related job of
aviation industry. The youth is attracted by
promising advertisements which gives the
dream of flying in the sky. The fees are
taken in lakhs and hardly 5 – 10 % people
get the jobs that too, out of their own
merit. Look at the real facts, the boys and

girls aspiring for aviation jobs are coming
from mostly upper middle class who can
spend 4-5 lakhs with these private institutes
and for them the job is more a dream come
true of flying different places in the world
rather than a career.
Though we are talking about recession
today and everybody is crying for the fear
of losing jobs or cut in the salary but
nobody is appreciating the ground reality by
understanding the facts behind sudden
voluminous increase in the salary levels
during last 4-5 years. If you ask me, it was
not even a dream ten years back to think of
salary of one crore per annum. The
expectations level become so high with
these artificial increase that today a simple
graduate thinks about of the salary of
Rs.15,000 to Rs.20,000 a month whether he
deserves it or not. Go to the Business
Schools, a student just after entering for
MBA studies not only thinks about but gives
full concentration for placement and more
than studies it is salary figure which is there
in the mind.
The government sector
especially the public sectors are becoming
the choice for young engineering graduates
and MBAs even from prestigious institutes
are now looking for the technical and nontechnical jobs in the public sectors.

Higher compensation to beseech
performance
The recent hike by the Sixth Pay
Commission by Govt. of India has also given
the value addition. The fact remains that
there is less accountability and more job
security in the public sector jobs. The
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frustration stage comes after 5-6 years of
service when you realize that there is no
correlation between pay and performance.
There is no objectivity in the performance
appraisal. In most of the cases, during the
last 2-3 years the cream of the people from
public sector left their jobs to join on high
pay packets with the private sector, say for
example, GM of the public sector getting
over of Rs.50,000 per month has gone to
private sector to fetch a salary of Rs. 2 – 3
lakhs per month in the position of VicePresident.
The change of job by the executives who
are above the age of 55yrs has not given
good results in terms of satisfaction
because during the last 2 years while
working in the private sector, they have
realized that money alone cannot motivate
a person.
They are facing difficult to
manage 10-11 hours working a day, with six
days a week, which practically becomes 7
days. Added to above, they are finding it
difficult to compromise and mould with the
value system and conscience level. They
are trying for a comfort zone which is now a
distant dream. The actual medical facility
provided by the government is not there
with the private sector, since they have to
depend on medical claim insurance policies.
I am not here to advocate public sector or
private sector jobs but I want to emphasize
that even in today’s scenario, there can be
rational thinking of linking the pay with
performance and a little objectivity to the
whole process of performance appraisal
both in public and private sectors. It
depends a lot as to how you induct a

person in the organization because today’s
recruits can be tomorrow’s trouble shooters
if you are not following the principle the
right man at the right time at the right
place. Even in today’s scenario there is a
recession all over globally in US, UK
everywhere the jobs are reduced. There
are ideal employers also like Tatas and
Lakshmi Mittals who not only preach but
practice the ideal ways of respecting the
caliber and capability of employees.
I may recall when the light and small
commercial vehicle division of Tata motors
suffered loss to a tune of Rs.500 crores
about 4 years back. The Chairman Ratan
Tata told to top executives to give generous
increments that year also so that the people
do not leave on the assumption that the
company was a sinking ship. The training
budget of Tata motors was also double
during the last 2 years.

Training as Investment
There are companies which believe in
making the personnel for them. The
training is a mantra for these companies
which are the result of rethinking of HR
strategies and priorities. Today the techno
managers are heading the HR and they are
making all out efforts to rationalize their
workforce focusing on retaining their best
human capital by letting go the poor
performers. Look at the training cost of
Infosys which has touched Rs.700 crores.
They are planning to take more engineering
graduates for the internship in the final year
so that they may work with the company.
These interns will undergo 5 weeks of
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training programme followed by 12 weeks
of project work so that by the he joins the
company he is good enough for the
company to bill clients for his time. The
training is investment cost for getting
results.
In any case, the payments and facilities
provided during training period to the
young graduates is much lower than the
salary the company would have paid to
freshers who would join as employees.
Why only Infosys the other corporates are
also recognizing the need for taking interns
so as to influence the returns. Lot many
companies in the IT sector are following
these practices and I think it is the best way
of managing attrition.

Hot skills to be managed
We are making Hot Skills by way of
recognizing talents and practicing the Hot
Skills Management. Let all corporate think
of attracting the employees with clear
reason of their career planning with the
company so that today’s management
trainee can keep aspiration to reach to the
level of President of the Company in times
to come.
If you ask me the question as to why the
people leave the job, then I must say that in
most of the cases the talented people leave
the company because of psychological
factors rather than logical ones. People
may not leave only just because of
monetary considerations but they leave
when the employer is not able create a
bonding with them. Hot skills are the skills

say Human Resource which has been tested
by way of competency mapping as the most
valuable resource in the organization.
In today's scenario of recession it has
become important to manage the Hot Skills
because unless their needs and wishes are
not catered we are going to lose them.
There is a need to develop the concept of
Hot Skills management. We cannot retain
people just by enhancing pay packets. as
the matter of fact the Hot Skills
management teaches us to understand the
manpower in the most objective manner.
Let us remember the words of William
James, the Father of American Psychology,
he is rightly said “The greatest discovery of
the 19th century was not in the realm of the
physical sciences, but the power of the
subconscious mind touched by faith. Any
individual can tap into an eternal reservoir
of power that will enable them to overcome
any problem that may arise. All weaknesses
can be overcome, bodily healing, financial
independence, spiritual awakening and
prosperity beyond your wildest dreams.
This is the superstructure of happiness”.

Compensation with practical
approach
Today everybody is talking about recession,
losing jobs, cut in salary but the question
remains as to whether it is a myth or reality.
We need to analyse the increasing salary
levels, if it was sudden or steady. In
correlation with productivity and improving
economic conditions with GDP Growth
world over, If I joined the Government
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sector with basic salary of Rs. 1,100/twenty three years back and today it is
going to have an increase with the latest
pay revision to the extent of over
Rs.60000/- as basic pay. What will you say if
the concept of competency mapping or pay
linked with performance was not there?
Take the example of private sector in the
scenario of recession there had been rising
salaries in quite systematic manner keeping
in view of appraising performance in the
objective manner. But last couple of years
showed sudden unexpected arise in pay
packets on the pretext of developing
economy and FDI. There was sudden raise
in employment opportunities especially in
India because of MNCs and Business
processing outsourcing by UK and US. Even
a non graduate with good communication
skills, personality, and command over the
language was been able to get a plump job
with the salary structure much above the
expectations.
We are saying it is a boom, growth in
economy and result of FDI. We cannot
ignore the reasons which were mainly
dependent on others. The UK and US work
happily for this concept of BPO in India
because of cheap skilled manpower. Today
when there is a heat and slowdown in the
US’s and UK’s economy then we are calling
it as a recession.

Right man at the right place
Let us not only understand but appreciate
that the artificial temporary phase cannot
give stability in the long run. We must

realise that a mechanical, civil, chemical,
electrical and automobile engineering
degree holder needs to be placed in the
industry relating to his job rather than
making him a software consultant in MNC
on the strength of his communication skills,
grasping power and personality just by
giving six months on the job training.
Look at mushrooming of business schools in
the country. Much away from the question
of demand and supply are we producing
quality management course graduates.
When there was a quality education the
industry was willing to pay higher wages corelating performance. but today when
education is coming from these business
shops then if the people are not getting
employment at higher wages then do not
say it is recession. If the wages are cut due
to under performance, then you must
accept it rather than covering it up in the
name of recession. I still say that present
days of recession are more of a myth than
reality. It is not going to take us far rather it
is a temporary phase which will overcome
when manpower planning will be there in
systematic manner and the people will
accept the real wage.

Performance to relate pay package
There is a need of setting goals and
reviewing performance over a full business
cycle and not just on the basis of medium
term. The employers must ensure to
reward efforts in addition to outcomes so
as to create a culture in which employees
are not afraid to fail. The recession today I
believe is not realistic the financial set backs
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are temporary in nature. I am afraid for the
psychological recession which is causing
worry mainly because today I find the
people who don’t seem at all excited for
coming to work.
Finally, for these business schools at times I
feel ashamed of calling them as Business
Schools because they are just being run as
shops with no ethics of academics and
professionalism.
How many of these
schools are aware of their responsibilities of
making good managers because just by
awarding the MBA degree is not fulfilling
their purpose. They need to see as to what
is corporate world. They must act as a
bridge between students and corporate
world.
Last but not the least; we need to have our
own auditing mechanism. Let there be
decentralization of power, responsibility
and accountability, so that we will not come
across another Satyam in the hands of
another Raju, who can play with the future
of over 50,000 employees and lakhs of
investors by siphoning over Rs.7000 crores
of wealth, i.e., public money. Let us not be
sure as investors with the brand image of
financial institutions because even a
company like Price Water House Cooper
have failed in the case of Satyam.

Beyond the Shells of Metros
Larger
Democracy,
Second
Largest
Population, leader in art & culture are a just
few parameters, which raises our head high
as Indians in the global outfit. Multiple
Indian borne Nobel Laureates ignites our
pride. Indira Nooyi as CEO of Pepsi or

Vikram Pandit as CEO of Citibank at World
level defines the tremendous success of
entreprenual and managerial worth of
Indians at the top most level. This is worthy
mentionable that Laxmi Mittal is reckoned
at Steel King of the world.
Indians have been always proud of their
brain and its constructive application
literally to rule the world. India is yet to
achieve the status of a developed country,
but Indians have proved to show the proper
direction to the leaders even in most
advanced countries. A little bit of
supporting data - The latest statistics shows
that as many as 12% scientist and 38%
doctors in the United States are Indians and
in NASA 36% or you can say 4 out of even
10 scientists are Indians. And in software?
The phenomenal success of Indians has
even been recognized by the software giant
Microsoft Bill Gates and IBM. The figures
make all other countries of the world
becoming jealous. 34% of the total
employees of MS are Indians; in case of IBM
it is 28%. Among the leading brands, Intel
has preferred to fill up his employee quota
by 17% Indians and Xerox has 13%.
Here are some interesting statistics for the
inquisitive minds. In the field of Education,
Indira Gandhi Open University (IGNOU) with
millions of students have got the crown of
the largest open University in the world.
Indians are in the prime slot of ornamental
richness with a commendable contribution
of 20% revealing their foppish fancy. It is
the country India, where the people get
indulged in the extravagant expense of
Diamond. Don’t get surprised that 9 out of
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10 diamonds in the world are made in
India!

ironically translated in real life that a
Prophet is not honored in his own country.

The irony is that the glamorous figures of
achievements come mostly from the metros
or cities. You can plunge into the hi-speed
traffic over the glittering flyovers or even in
the comfort of air conditioned vehicles only
in a very limited number of cities in India.
Broadband, Leased Lines have opened up
the gateway to the dynamic world to a city
inhabitant. Indian Rail runs Metro railway
only in Kolkata and Delhi. You can even
pamper yourself to the luxury of a night-life
in a metro city only.

IT sector is only a small fraction

Compensation : Metro Versus NonMetro
Brushing aside all such comfort, luxury and
even hard earned achievements of the city
dweller’s, the lifeline of India still owes its
root to the villages. Just for an example, the
glitters of a diamond embedded wrist
watch can be the icon of a mid-night party,
but it hardly it satiates you appetite, rather
you need to bank on agricultural products,
which still remains as the backbone of the
country's economy. Our key exports are still
agricultural products like rice, grains, fruits,
flowers, oils, sugar, which add value
significantly to our country's worth. The
crux is that we hardly show homage to the
people, who reasonably contributes to the
improvisation of agriculture, unfortunately,
they remain un-honoured and unsung. The
Indian scientists, who have been recognized
as international achievers in agricultural
research, hardly get’s the desired fame in
Indian community. Perhaps, the myth is

The fact of life remains that the highly
talked off IT sector is not the only industry
in the world. The glamour is just because of
high returns, fabulous pay packages and
enormous employment opportunities. The
illusion of IT orientation has made us
forgotten the basic strategy formulated
during Nehru Era which gave rise to making
of five years plan. Most of the problem of
pollution, water crises, global warming and
poor traffic conditions in Metros are the
result of our continuous metro centric mind
set. The exuberant focus on metros have
diluted some basic norms and ethics.
The recent past has witnessed that we have
insisted the farmers to sell the fertile lands
even to the builders even without
evaluating the true potential of the land.
When the actual metro is becoming over
populated, we are extending the metros
somehow even by encroaching upon the
golden land removing greenery. Even the
environmentalist hardly bothers to
calculate the actual number of trees
sacrificed every year. The age old plan of
improvement
and
development
of
Industrialization in the country used to
consider the socio-economic growth of the
locality.
As an example, we can talk of the steel
plants, which could also bring sizeable
investment through collaboration and
partnership, but they used to focus on the
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overall growth of the locality by building
solid infrastructure, developing the
concerned villages and villagers, which
simultaneously opened up a scope of
enormous employment. We must recall
that all these were developed in the places
like Bhilai, Rourkella, Durgapur, at a point of
time, when they used to be considered
mostly as villages and even today their
status falls much shorter than the status of
glamorous metros.
The short term gain and glitters at times
lures us too much, so that we forget the
basic philosophy of industrialization and the
key pillars for the growth of a country. We
must NOT deny that a well accepted truth is
that if an Industry is started in a village it
lifts the status of the village into a town
through a steady process of development
and after emerging as a city, the place get
roads to drive, schools for upbringing of
children. Markets are developed and a
transportational system gets improved
during the course of time. I mean to say
that the whole structure of the village will
undergo a sea change over a period of time,
not overnight. One big industry gives rise to
number of small industries as ancillary
units.
Today, the glamour of IT sector focuses only
on Metros. The very pertinent question
comes, Why new IITs to be made only in
Metros or big towns? Can’t we think about
an under-developed village with huge
surplus land which is not good for
agriculture for making a new IIT or Medical
Institute or a University? Can the distance

or location act as a hindrance in young
aspirants' minds?

Managers are needed every where
Let me take the opportunity to clear the
ambiguity. We don’t have the intention of
criticizing or undermining any industry in
particular, rather the initiative is to send
culminating opinions to the decision
makers. We obviously want to emphasize
on the crucial role of the villages in overall
growth of the nation and we must raise the
voice against the unnecessary move of
people from village to metro just by the
luring glimpses of the city life. The cities
have reached their threshold limits and the
further influx will simply act as pumping a
balloon beyond it's capacity, which can only
result a blast.
Why can’t we think of an alternative way,
which will raise interest even in the private
sectors to move to the villages instead of
the saturated metros? We must be
passionate enough to listen to their genuine
grievances and will try to mitigate them
through a systematic approach. As an
example, the main reason which repels the
corporates to venture out in villages is the
infrastructural lacuna like road, transport,
electricity etc. A proper strategic planning
ensured by the planning commission can
focus at providing such basic amenities
even in remote villages, thus enabling
corporates to consider a village as a true
alternative of a metro in the long run. Right
here, we need to appreciate the courage of
the Steel King, Laxmi Mittal, who has
initiated a refinery in a much lesser known
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district Bhatinda of Punjab. The exuberance
of Laxmi Mittal will attract other ancillaries
and Bhatinda will witness an investment of
thousands of crores, which will surely bring
up a radical change in Bhatinda next three
years.

properly guarded, well maintained, covers
the entire Bombay and suburb having
proper space then why cannot we think of a
tube rail above it?

Metro gets more attention

The problem is that when we go to
Singapore, Switzerland or other places for
studying or analyzing the transport system,
we certainly forget about the population
and the number of vehicles over there. We
just get carried away by looking at the
surprising co-existence of Tram, Local Bus
and Metro, running on the same road and
that too astonishingly without any traffic
jam. Let us appreciate that these countries
are just like a city of India, if we go by the
parameters of area or population.

I feel like touching one very important
aspect which is otherwise not related with
industrial growth but, has got its
importance
and
relevance
for
modernization, Transport System in Metros.
You may come with any number of BRT,
Road Widening, Flyovers, Metro Rail, etc.
but still the solution will be there in the
form of mass transport system. Look at
Delhi which has already got a proper rail
network since last 3 to 4 decades touching
the ring road, but the same is not
connected with buses and there is lack of
public awareness.
Have you heard of Dhaula Kuan Road
Railway Station or Lodhi Road Railway
Station, all are in the same way and you can
easily cover the entire Delhi by a circular
journey. You do not find passengers in
these trains. When you stop your car at
railway crossing, then only you watch good
trains to run with utter annoyance. The
history repeats itself and even if we talk of
metro railway, it lacks modern outlook. I
think the ring road would have been better
converted into elevated Metro Route in
phased manner. Similarly, in Bombay you
have Marol Pipeline catering the water
requirement of the entire city. It flows from
one reservoir to another by channels. It is

Indians to act as role model

To summarize, lastly, I would like to say that
the Industrial growth of our country still
need to be studied in three tiers. We cannot
forget Gandhian thoughts. The milk was
important and will remain important for
which cows, buffalos, goats and camels are
required. You can’t go away from them.
Therefore, villages are necessary as well as
villagers. Farmers and other people living in
the village need to be given importance. We
must not hide that the poverty is still there.
Therefore, in the first tier manufacture of
handmade articles, small scale industries
should be promoted. The earthen pots and
crockery made in the villages should be
highly encouraged rather than planned to
stop. The government should provide
adequate subsidy to promote the
handicraft.
The
second
tier
of
industrialization should touch upon the
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ancillary units which may manufacture the
small parts for the big industries. The use of
cycle needs to be increased and
encouraged. I have seen even in a
progressive country like Switzerland and
Singapore, people love to ride a bicycle in
the clearly designated cycle lanes. Why
can’t we have a dedicated cycle lanes even
in Metros, which will take 1/5th of the
space earmarked for BRT? The third tier
does not require my suggestion or
recommendation because we are already
doing it. Look at the multi story buildings,
BPOs, Factories in the Metros.
We, the Indians need to think again and
again. Let’s go away from these Metros to
create new mini Metros in our villages
which is still the heartthrob of the majority
of Indians and the hard fact is that we are
dependent on them not only for food and
milk, but we also inherit the true Indian
cultural from them only!

Ethical Values in Present Industrial
Scenario
When we talk about ethics, the three words
come to our mind i.e. honesty, integrity and
values. Earlier days, we used to talk about
professional ethics which was understood in
the context of Doctors and Advocates. Like
a doctor will take the oath before entering
into profession to follow the laid-down
principles. The ethics was very much
attached with the value system of a person.
Following the path of honesty and
maintaining integrity while undertaking the
professional jobs was the way of life. The
medical profession was considered as most

noble profession, similarly, the teaching
was highly respected field, the advocates
followed the ethics of doing justice with the
client by way of defending the case with
best of their capability.
The definition of business was something
different. If marketing is to be defined, it
was “making the product available from
manufacturer to the consumer after giving
reasonable profit to all concerned”. We
may appreciate that money was a
important aspect of any business or
profession but ethical values used to
prevail. The corruption was there in every
avocation, but it was not generalized earlier
also. The business houses were having cut
throat competition, but they never
compromised on the platform of business
ethics.
In todays’ scenario during last one decade
we have witnessed a sea change in terms of
ethical values when the meanings of
honesty are changing. Today, a business
house is ready to compromise in all spheres
whether it comes in terms of quality of raw
material,
employee
relationship
management or customer relationship
management. The profit has become the
sole consideration and giving bribes for
getting the business has become a common
practice.
The philosophies made and
practiced by the giants such as Tata’s,
Birla’s, Dalmia’s, Modi’s, Kirlosker have
been forgotten. It used to take generations
for a person to become rich from poor, but
today the recent scams shows that the
corruption can lead to success at the cost of
loosing not only ethical values but morality
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also. I need not explain the current stories
of Satyam, 2-G spectram, black money
scandals, CBI raids to bureaucrats finding
tones of gold and crores of rupees in their
houses and lockers.

Every Manager needs to have his
own value system
Earlier days business was synonym to trade
and industries we never thought of making
the field of education, medical and places of
worship as business. Look at the education
system mushrooming of business schools
selling MBA / Doctors Degree / Fake Flying
Schools making pilots on the basis of forged
documents, students taking admission on
the basis of forged documents. The scams
of coaching institutes giving guarantee for
admission to medical colleges and
engineering colleges. The donation running
in crores for obtaining PG Degrees. The
education is being sold for a price when the
foundation is laid on the strength of
corruption, unfair means then one can
understand what will be the result.

Honesty stays as core issue
It was quite inevitable to loose the values of
professional ethics when there is a cut
throat competition among business houses.
The consumers are being cheated in a
clever manner when a packet which
normally comes for the quantity of 500 gms
or 250 gms contents of the material is being
sold in the same packing with the reduced
quantity of 240 gms and 480 gms written. In
minute figures which may escape the eyes

of consumer while purchasing the goods.
Another, tactics being adopted is in the
form of the fake medicines being sold in
open market endangering the life of the
human being.
The compromise in the
quality of oils, pulses, ghee, sweet, eatables
is quite common. Milk is a big industry we
never thought of getting artificial milk
which is available today with the
ingredients of Urea, Soap, Oil and what not.
A question comes to my mind that is it
business? Is it success? Is it the way of
progress? It is the only way of beating the
competition? What is the root cause for
losing the ethical values? Again, it makes
me to think about the probable causes for
this shift in thinking specially when
words are losing meanings …bribe
corruption desire for money and gains
…why it is so ?
The business houses are in the race of
purchasing decision makers …lots of
politician corporate nexus are the glaring
examples for this menace, well the real
cause is loss of values at initial stages
..when a person becomes
doctor by
getting admission on the basis of paying
bribe then what can you expect from
him after entering into profession .
similarly a bureaucrat who gets a so
called plump posting with the help of
politician - corporate nexus what he will
do ..certainly corruption to pay the price
to all stake holders who helped him .
here lies the problem when ethics,
morals, honesty and integrity becomes
meaningless.
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There cannot be any compromise on
Ethical Values
Today in the days of changing Industrial
scenario when competition is stiff ..it is a
question of survival for a business
house. It is in a dilemma to weigh
…values or existence say success …..Now I
need to say about remedy , it has to
come from upbringing , what we learn
and practice it
all
comes from
surroundings. we need to include
integrity as one of the subject case
study based in education system as
compulsory subject at school level.
Young generation is leaning wrong lesson
by seeing prosperity and success of
dishonest and corrupt persons in business
and other professions …It is so deep

rooted that one thinks bribe as perk
attached to his position in Govt. Sector.
Whatever we may say honesty still
prevails look at Laxmi Mittal the steel
king the …Tata and Birla Groups are still
there to maintain business ethics Laxmi
Mittal never believed in paying bribes but
still made it to happen for reaching to the
top in steel. His latest venture of Bhatinda
Petroleum Refinery worth about 20,000
cores is the glaring example. He selected
the hard-core professionals to run the
industry which is evident from the selection
of CEO when a bright honest and dedicated
bureaucrat with 30 years service resigned
to join him. It is relevant to mention here
that a person practicing ethical values with
faith in honesty can still rise in business.
There are large numbers of examples like
Krishnamoorthy for his group Infosys.
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Significance and Methods of Employee Development in
Progressive Organizations
-

Overview
Great companies can neither be built nor
their greatness sustained without effective
employees. Employees are a company's
greatest asset - they're competitive
advantage of an organization; therefore
organizations want to attract and retain the
best. The success or failure of the
organization depends on employee
performance. The staff should be well
skilled and should be able to take on
responsibilities with a lot of expertise. The
quality
of
employees
and
their
development
through
training
and
education are major factors in determining
long term profitability of a business. If
organizations hire and keep good
employees, it is good policy to invest in the
development of their skills, so they can
increase their productivity.
Employees who believe that management is
concerned about them as a whole person –
not just an employee - are more productive,
more satisfied, more fulfilled. Satisfied
employees mean satisfied customers, which
leads to profitability.
“When employees are happy, they are your
very best ambassadors.” -James Sinegal

Mr. Saurabh Khare

Human Resource Requirements of
Organizations
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Well qualified and well versed with
business is essential
Employees should be able to shoulder
responsibilities
Expertise is essential; each employee
should be skilled in particular area of
work
A dedicated staff and well committed to
work is necessary
Integrity and honesty is essential
Should be able to attain targets and set
goals
Should not indulge in wasteful
expenditure
Loyalty is essential
Team spirit is required

Responsibility of Employee
Development
Employee development is the responsibility
of the organization. Employee development
is a shared responsibility of management
and the individual employee. The
responsibility of management is to provide
the right resources and an environment
that supports the growth and development
needs of the individual employee.
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For employee development
successful, management should:
•

•

•

•

•

•

to

be

Provide a well-crafted job description it is the foundation upon which
employee development activities are
built
Provide training required by employees
to meet the basic competencies for the
job. This is usually the supervisor's
responsibility
Develop a good understanding of the
knowledge, skills and abilities that the
organization will need in the future.
What are the long-term goals of the
organization and what are the
implications of these goals for employee
development? Share this knowledge
with staff
Look for learning opportunities in
everyday activity. Was there an incident
with a client that everyone could learn
from? Is there a new government report
with implications for the organization?
Explain the employee development
process and encourage staff to develop
individual development plans
Support staff when they identify
learning activities that make them an
asset to your organization both now and
in the future

Challenges in Employee
Development
Employee development depends upon the
individual employee whether employee is
willing to participate or not. Employee
development also depends upon the

organization culture, attitude of top
management, and limited opportunities of
promotion.

Organization Culture
If organization culture supports employees,
it will encourage employees to participate
in decision making then employees would
more develop and performance would
increase.

Attitude of Top Management
Top Management attitude is another
important factor that influences on
employee developmental activities. It
depends on the sincerity and commitment
of the top management.

Limited Opportunities of Promotion
If opportunities of promotion are limited
then employees would not participate in
the employee developmental activities.

Financial Viability
If organization’s financial health is not good
then it may have very limited scope for
employee development activities.

Key Approaches for Employee
Development
•
•

Motivate the staff, it helps to improve
their morale
Make sure they are comfortable in their
work place. They must be provided with
the required amenities so that their
work does not appear burdensome
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•

•

•

•
•

•

Staff should be provided with necessary
benefits. They must feel that their work
is worth performing. Not only the
organization should gain, but also the
employee should benefit
Self-respect is very essential. The
employee should be treated well. He
must not be treated as a slave
The staff should also share in the profits
if possible. Yearly bonus apart from his
or her salary is added income for him or
her
Appreciation. Hard work and dedicated
effort should be appreciated
Leisure time should be provided for
extra-curricular activities. He or she
should also be given time to take off
from work, so that he or she can go on a
holiday. A change of scene refreshes the
mind
One must listen to the woes of the
employees.
Understanding
their
difficulties in performing the task is
essential

Methods for Employee Development
1. Training
A well-designed training program that
maximizes learning before, during and after
instruction translates into positive, lasting
changes on the job. Effective programs can
include orientation, on-the-job training and
classroom
instruction.
Internet-based
learning is an increasingly attractive option
that allows employees to learn at their own
pace and on their own schedule (on
weekends or evenings) with access to the

material at any time. This approach puts
individual employees in control of their own
learning, allowing for personal differences
in learning styles and encouraging
ownership of the learning process.

2. Coaching and Mentoring
Demonstrated benefits of these approaches
include improved quality and quantity of
work; transfer of learning and, for
employees, improved communication and
problem-solving skills.
Effective coaching and mentoring programs
depend on the skills and personality of the
mentor or coach, adequate time for
coaching and mentoring sessions and
established timelines and goals.

3. Employee Promotion
Promoting someone to a position of greater
responsibility is a traditional way of
rewarding good performance, developing
employee skills and retaining valued
employees.
Effective promotion involves careful
consideration of many details, including
identifying gaps in skills and experience and
providing support through training,
coaching or mentoring.

4. Job Enrichment
Job enrichment increases the employee’s
authority or responsibility within their
current
position.
Examples
include
committee work, special assignments or
serving on cross- functional teams.
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This approach increases interest and
motivation by allowing employees to try
new skills, build new relationships and

employees need to recall by providing easily
accessible facts.

explore new areas of specialization.

Well-designed job aids are concise, written
in plain language and make good use of
white space and graphics for easy
interpretation.

5. Job Rotation and Cross-Training
Job rotation moves an employee through
one or more different positions. The
rotation can last several hours, several
months or even a year or two. Crosstraining is a specific type of job rotation
where an employee learns the skills of a
different position.
These approaches can effectively add
diversity and interest, prepare individuals
for promotion, rejuvenate work units and
improve communication.

Components of a Successful
Employee Learning Experience
Based on adult learning principles, here is a
checklist for a successful employee learning
experience:
•
•

6. Lateral Moves
In a lateral move, an employee moves to a
different position with similar status, pay
and responsibility. A lateral move may offer
new challenges or encourage the
development of different skills for an
employee who may not necessarily want
increased responsibility.
This approach increases flexibility and
communication among work units and, in
small businesses with few opportunities for
advancement, helps to retain valuable
employees who might otherwise leave.

7. Job Aids
Job aids include checklists; tip sheets, wallet
cards, posters, pictures, code lists, flow
charts and diagrams—anything that offers
on-the-spot practical help or reminders. Job
aids can reduce the amount of information

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

The goals of the employee training or
development program are clear
The employees are involved in
determining the knowledge, skills and
abilities to be learned
The employees are participating in
activities during the learning process
The work experiences and knowledge
that employees bring to each learning
situation are used as a resource
A practical and problem-centred
approach based on real examples is
used
New material is connected to the
employee's past learning and work
experience
The employees are given an
opportunity to reinforce what they learn
by practicing
The learning environment is informal,
safe and supportive
The individual employee is shown
respect
The learning opportunity promotes
positive self-esteem
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Benefits of Employee Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Better margins
Increased productivity
Increased customer satisfaction
Stronger sales performance and/or
competitive edge
Fewer accidents
Fewer grievances
Fewer errors or defects
Improved morale, increased loyalty and
lower turnover (resulting in lower
recruitment costs)
Ability to expand and grow the business
More freedom for the employer (since
competent employees will be better
able to manage the daily business)

The challenges associated with the changing
nature of work and the workplace
environments are immense. Rapid change
requires a skilled, knowledgeable workforce
with employees who are adaptive, flexible,
and focused on the future. Offering
employee development activities create a
more versatile and prepared workforce to
help move your company forward.
Offering employee development activities
create a more versatile and prepared
workforce to help move your company
forward. To work in this direction is winwin situation for employers as well as for
employees.

Conclusion
Employer and employee relationship has to
be maintained on mutual self-respect. The
organizations require a well-equipped
manpower that can deliver the goods.
Organizations have to ensure the well-being
of the staff. With effective skills
development strategies in place, they will
be better able to meet a range of business
challenges from labour shortages to staff
retention. Skills development will help them
generate the kind of performance that will
carry their business—and your employees—
forward with confidence.
“The magic formula that successful
businesses have discovered is to treat
customers like guests and employees like
people.” - Anne M. Mulcahy
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The Essence of Survival: the Successful Manager Leader
-Mr. Raj Kamal Gupta
I am grateful to other thinkers who have
provided me with my theme for this article.
Every morning in Africa, a gazelle wakes up.
Instinctively, it knows it must run faster than
the fastest lion or it will be killed.
Every morning in Africa, a lion wakes up.
Instinctively, it knows it must outrun the
slowest gazelle or it will starve to death.
It doesn’t matter whether you are a lion or a
gazelle. When the sun comes up, you’d better
be running.
Vultures watch the race. They have to be in
the right place at the right time. The race is
fuelled by hunger.
Businesses in an open economy reflect the
African survival story; they run a race every
day. Managers, or even better, leaders, are in
the race. The race is fuelled by money.
In the race, it is most important that you
know who you are. You may believe that
lions are stronger than gazelles. The predator
is stronger than the prey. But without the
gazelle, the lion will not---cannot---survive.
And remember; lions do not kill for pleasure.
They do not exercise power on a whim; they
kill when they must.
What are the necessary qualities of a
manager, a leader? What is the difference

between a manager and a leader? Is Barack
Obama? Is Bill Gates a leader? A better leader
than say…..Mother Teresa? Is a leader
wealthy? Think of the Mahatma. Does he
command armies? Think of many religious
leaders.
A leader is a man, or woman, with an idea
that he is not afraid to teach, practice and
promote. A leader is a person with vision and
necessarily, charisma. The skills of
management enable him to be influential, to
guide others, to mould circumstance to fit the
need. Leaders don’t necessarily do different
things, but it is true that they do things
differently. They are not mysterious people.
Well, leaders lead by example, inspiration,
ability, effort, and more often than not,
charisma. Managers oversee, direct and
coordinate others so that an end goal is
reached.
Leadership and Management are two
distinctive and complementary courses of
action. Each has its own function and
characteristic activities, and both are
necessary for success in an increasingly
complex and rapidly changing business
environment. The trick for you is to
synthesize both sets of skills; if management
is about coping with complexity, leadership is
about coping with change.
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Where leadership begins by setting a
direction, management sets about realizing
that direction firstly by formulating plans and
budgets, setting goals for the future. These
Management then develops the capacity to
achieve its plan by organization and staffing,
to create a corporate structure. The
equivalent leadership activity is aligning
people---communicating the new direction to
those who can understand the vision and are
committed to its achievement.
Finally,
management
ensures
plan
accomplishment by controlling and problem
solving,
monitoring
results
through
observation, accounting procedures, reports,
effective meetings and devising strategies to
solve problems. But for leadership, achieving
a vision requires motivating and inspiring,
keeping people moving in synchronization
despite major obstacles, by appealing to basic
but often untapped human needs, values and
emotions.
You must marry leadership skills with
management skills. You must lead people into
new territory with managerial ability as your
compass.
Management is a Science, and Leadership is
an Art. Both involve skills. Leaving aside
geniuses, for there is no accounting for
genius, skills can be taught. Skills can be
learned. Clearly, the leader must have the
knowledge and background that enable him
to manage, and the manager must have the
necessary ‘people skills’, acumen and
foresight to lead a team, perhaps into
uncharted territory. The manager/leader
must know his people and know the task, and

first she must know herself. Leaders do the
right things; managers do things right.
Management is efficiency in climbing the
ladder of success; leadership determines
whether the ladder is leaning against the right
wall.
Too often, business magnates are seen as
heroes. A leader may behave heroically from
time to time, but heroism cannot be equated
with leadership. It is often said that no-one
knows how a soldier will behave until he
comes under enemy fire. Then the strongest
often shies away from valour, while the
weakest shows great courage in the face of
adversity,
even
to
the
point
of
risking…sacrificing…his life for what he may
believe is a better cause, and certainly
believes is his duty. Although good
management is necessary for an army to
function effectively, no-one has yet worked
out how to manage people into battle; they
must be led. Generally, people who
accumulate wealth are not heroes, but they
are
hard-working,
focused,
clever
opportunists. They are not afraid to take a
calculated risk.
Some people believe that those in positions
of power had ‘had a lucky break’. This may be
true in many cases, but let us be honest here.
It is a privilege to be here, right here, right
now. The majority of people in this amazing
country of extremes will not have the chance
to even look inside here. So let us not look for
lady luck to be on our side. She already is.
Now we must learn the skills of management,
of leadership, and must know who you are.
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Maybe you think you are a lion; clever,
strong, stealthy, ruthless when you have to
be. Do check it out, though. You will face
difficult decisions that involve not only
money, contracts and progress, but also the
livelihoods of others.
Maybe you are a gazelle, who is nimble and
has the support of his peer group, who must
always be alert and ready to run the race,
whatever his state of well-being, whatever
the terrain.

I have mentioned before that in an open
economy, money fuels the race. It is a sad
fact that in India, perhaps more than any
other country, money has to be paid to just
get things done. This is ‘the system’; and
working in business for yourself or in a
managerial capacity for a company can be
heart-breaking. Wheels grind along slowly, if
at all, unless you ‘grease’ them, and often,
no-one you are dealing with is in a rush. No
one but you.

T: Time-Framed, so that you fulfill your task
in an allotted time.

I would therefore, give this piece of advice in
all your future dealings: be ethical. For while
money can buy lots of things, it is said that
money cannot buy happiness. I used to
challenge this because I quite like the idea of
a large house---no, three large houses, a
swimming pool, fantastic holidays and all the
friends that money can buy! But I now believe
that money can’t buy happiness, simply
because it cannot buy peace of mind. If you
live ethically and deal with others….all
others...…with respect and consideration,
then you get peace of mind. Sure, you can
look for the edge; competition is necessary.
But let your ambition not become egotistical
pride. Let it be healthy. It is possible to take
tough decisions and still be a very warm
person. Know yourself. Be ethical. And don’t
forget that if ethics are poor at the top, then
that behaviour is copied right down through
the organization. Your profits will drop, your
reputation, your image will all suffer. People
at the top have certain rights, but every right
implies a responsibility. Ever use, or misuse,
of power, implies accountability.

‘SMART’ targets really do work; they will
enhance your self-confidence levels.

Strive for quality. A story is told of a little boy,
about ten years old who goes to the ISD

Maybe you are a vulture, dependent on
others, always maneuvering to be in that
right place at the right time.
Once you know yourself, you must learn how
to run. These are the skills we learn. When
you are learning, do set yourself ‘smarttargets’; it does help! To run means to take
one stride at a time. To learn means to
acquire knowledge and skills one level at a
time. Set yourself ‘Smart’ Targets that are:
S: Specific, so you know, in concrete terms,
what you have to do;
M: Measurable, so you know that you have
met that target before setting another;
A:

Achievable, so that your
challenging but not defeating;

work

is

R: Repeatable, so that your success is not a
one-off wonder;
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booth and phones up a number. The
following conversation takes place:
Excuse me, Ma’am’ Can I mow your lawn for
you?
‘No thanks, I already got someone who does
that’.
‘I’ll do it cheaper!’
‘No thanks, sonny.’
‘I’ll do it for half the price that the other guy
charges!’
‘OK Ma’am; you sure? I’ll wash your car as
well!’
‘No, It’s OK, but thank you very much’.
The boy put the phone down and a man who
had been listening said: ‘Hey, you can mow
my lawn if you’re doing it that cheap?’
The boy said ’No, mister; actually, I am the
boy who regularly mows that lady’s lawn; I
was just checking that she was happy with my
work.
So you ensure that you do quality work. The
marketplace won’t accept anything less from
the young executive who wants to get on in
life.
Wherever you work , I guarantee you several
things:
Number 1:
You will work very hard;
extremely hard; sometimes you will work
harder than you ever thought possible. But
make space for important people in your life.
Try and do so regularly. Try and do so now,

even if your work is demanding. Don’t neglect
those who love you. If you turn you back for
too long they might not be there when you
look around.
Number 2:
Do not fear failure. The best
managers just make less mistakes than
anyone else. If you can look back and say you
got less things wrong last quarter than you
did in the one previous, then you are
improving and on a good learning curve. And
the learning curve never stops. But sadly, noone is perfect and somewhere along the line
you will fail. The mark of the real man or
woman is not that they fall six times, but that
they stand up seven.
Do you know that many of the most
important things you learned was through
doing something wrong. I didn’t learn that
smoking cigarettes was harmful because
someone told me so; I learned from waking
up one morning with a bad cough and a
throat as dry as dust. I truly learned that it
was terrible to really wound someone with
my attitude and words---or lack of words--only when I had been truly hurt myself. Do
not be afraid to fail; do not be afraid to take a
risk. Only fear being beaten. Never be beaten.
Anyone can hold the helm when the sea is
calm. Never, never, never, never give in.
Number 3:
India is in a constant state of
flux. You had better discriminate between
what is good in Western culture and what is
bad. The equation ‘West equals Good is not
true. So have an international outlook; that is
necessary. Welcome people of different
cultures and backgrounds as friends, but be
true to your own upbringing and the best of
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your own traditions. And in this India, this
soon-to-be economic powerhouse, be
assured that one tradition will change:
‘Respect of Position’ will give place to
‘Respect of Ability’. No longer will a person
command the attention and service of people
because ‘he’s the boss’;. You will have to earn
the respect of your colleagues, right down to
the most menial of workers. You will not be
able to rule by fear, and I hope that you do
not want to. You are going to have to show
them that you do a good job, that you can do
their job well. You will have to build a team,
and tread the narrow line between the
friendly professional and the disciplinarian
who is not afraid to make the tough choice.
That’s a hard skill to learn.
Number 4:
You
will
be
constantly
challenged…new
circumstances,
new
competition. Younger lions, faster gazelles,
craftier vultures. For this reason, I believe
that one skill you must learn is the ability to
unlearn and relearn.
I was not brought up with computers; I have
had to learn it as an adult.
You were not brought up with mobile phones.
You have had to learn how to use it. The
mobile phone companies have tried really
hard to market this learning experience as an
enjoyable one. By and large, they have
succeeded.
And often I tell a story of the teacher who
was on a panel show with a slick, smoothtalking entrepreneur who said to the teacher:
‘What do you do. My bank balance is much
bigger than yours.’

After a while, the teacher said to him: ‘What
do you do?’
‘I make ice-cream, he said; the best. Lots of
different flavours from lots of different fruit.’
She then inquired ‘And what do you do if you
get a bad batch of fruit?’
‘I send it back, he said; we only use topquality ingredients’
‘I can’t send back a bad batch of children,’
said the teacher. ‘You know what I do? I make
a difference. A real difference’.
That’s another piece of advice: Don’t try and
keep your prospective bank balance too much
in the forefront of your mind. Don’t just try
and make money. Try and make a difference.
If we all made a difference, there would be no
hardship, no cruelty, no poverty. Don’t be
selfish, and then you can make a difference.
There was no more hard-bitten, ruthless
businessman than the man who pioneered
the mass production of the automobile,
Henry Ford, and he said ‘A business that
makes nothing but money is a poor business’.
On a very basic level of operation, I advise to
write and speak English well. It is a skill in
short supply in the corporate world. Dialogue
and conversation are sharpest and best when
you use the correct word in the exact place at
the right time. Use accurate English, not
fashionable idioms that are ‘cool’ yet
mindless. When the chances come, read as
often as you can, but don’t read junk. Good
manager-leaders are marred by an inability to
write, because they have never practiced, and
an inability to speak, because they speak the
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lazy man’s limited English. Be sharp, clear,
concise. Productivity and technical skills in
India are on a par with the rest of the world,
but Indians lag behind in their language
proficiency and Corporate etiquette – soft
skills required to be an “anywhere” worker in
the new global economy. Sadly our education
system fails to equip us as far as this is
concerned. Grammar can be taught, what I
can’t be taught is vivacity, empathy, charisma

and the ability to get people exited and
enthused.
Neither lions, nor gazelles, nor vultures sleep
for very long stretches. Even at night, their
naps are interspersed with time of
wakefulness. They are always on the watch,
ready for the opportunity. Like them, be sure
that when the sun comes up, you are ready to
run.
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Business Process Management in Global India
- Reproduced from “BPM in Global India: The Inflection Point for
Competitive Advantage”

Triggers of BPM
Managing and improving processes has been
around since the early days of intelligent
thinking. The process of continuous
improvement may have begun some 500
centuries ago, when the Cro-Magnon man
lived in caves, using and improving his
primitive tools to make his life easy. The same
concept would have been adopted by the
early traders when the concepts of money
and customers may have been first
introduced as early as 3000 Be. The industrial
revolution of the 18th century and early 19th
century was clearly the pinnacle of use of
industrial technology to achieve great strides
in process improvements.
A significantly noticeable change in the
business environment, especially after .the
great depression, has been the shift in
business focus from being inwards-out to
outwards-in. Customers have become the
most important element in the play. The
customer community itself has become more
aware and demanding. The overall market
environment too has rapidly shifted.
Competition has stepped up, speed-tomarket has accelerated, new products and
offerings have sprung up, and modern tools,
such as Technology and Analytics have
changed the way one looked at businesses.

In the modern world now, more than ever,
the need to remain agile is synonymous with
the need to remain alive. Constant
innovation and improvements have become a
sheer necessity for the fear of being left
behind and lost.
Up to the past 50 years or so, these
improvements in the various processes have
been quite restricted to the 'core' businesses
of the companies. Hence, there were great
advancements in Manufacturing, Assembly,
Mining, Construction, Agriculture, and other
processes involving physical time-and-motion
studies. Business houses involved in the
services
sector
(Telecommunication,
Hospitality, Healthcare, Banking, Insurance,
Education, etc) have been relatively slower to
join the innovation bandwagon. Thankfully,
the advent of IT and commercial use of
computers has quickly changed all that. These
companies are now amongst the leaders in
the use of IT to achieve great process
improvements and transform the businesses.
Since mid-1990s, even 'staff’ functions have
come under the ambit of close monitoring
and improvement, making them candidates
for Business Process Management (BPM).
“A company that does not focus resolutely
on its customers and the processes that
produce value for its customers, is not long
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Figure 01: Triggers of BPM
Beyond products and services, organizations
realized that enable companies to reach
those products and services to customers and
hence, made a significant difference to really
create or add value to the customers.
By 1997, Hammer had taken the view that:
"Processes are the key organizational theme
for companies in the 21st century. Excellence
in processes is what is going to distinguish
successful organizations from the also-rans.”
Over the last two decades, the term BPM has
gained much greater importance due to six
major 'inter- connected' factors as indicated
in Fig 1 above.

Competitive Environment
Over time, whether through a big or small
movements, the world changes! When world
changes the market place also changes. Over

the last several years, the situation in the
market place has changed dramatically. Due
to the increasing complexity in the market
place, the speed to market has become a key
trigger to shorten product life cycles. Leading
academicians like Tom Davenport, and
management gurus like Peter Drucker and
Michael Hammer really brought to fore, the
concepts of business process and business
process reengineering. By 1995, more than
60% of the Fortune 500 companies adopted
BPR as their core strategic imperative.
According to some estimates, 75% of the
product sold in the market did not exist 7
years ago, the time to launch a car (from
conception to sale) has been reduced from 6
years to 36 months. Internet sales
represented less than 2% of global trade 5
years ago, now it covers 15% of the
transactions, Chinese exports to the rest of
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Figure 02: Best Global Brands 2000
2000-2013
the world has increased from
om US
US$1.3 Bn US$
in Jan 1984 to US$199.23 Bn
n in Dec 2012,
almost 200 times in less than 30 years!
Consider the chart below "Figure 02. Not only
do we see the emergence of relatively newer
brands for the top slot, but also a lot of
turmoil in the more
ore recent years. The market
is rapidly changing and that too faster than
ever before.

Technology has played and continues to playa
very important role in the lives of
governments, companies
and humans,
creating a boundary-less
less world.

Technology Advancement
We now have a plethora of choices on
deployment of technology to various (or all)
divisions of the organisation. The choice of
whether to or not, unfortunately, is not there
anymore. For instance, a technology that's
starting to revolutionize business is Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID).

Figure 03: A sheep with RFID tag
Introduction of Enterprise Resource Planning
systems (ERP) revolutionized the way
enterprises and enterprise processes worked.
It facilitates information flow between all
business
iness functions inside the organization,
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and manages connections to outside
stakeholders. For instance, an efficient ERP
system can track business resources (such as
cash, raw materials, and production capacity)
and the status of commitments made by the
business (such as customer orders, purchase
orders, and employee payroll) no matter
which department has entered the data into
the system. This IT surge led to companies
adopting business process automation,
modelling and systems to make them more
connected to real-time changes and
information.
The
Information,
Communication and Technology (ICT) are
now very much an integral part of every-day
life.
Since the last few years, it has become
difficult to imagine life without mobile
phones. Mobile Banking and Cloud
Computing are changing the way the world
does business today. Technology has
shortened the distance between cultures,
and made the world smaller. People can
travel or migrate from one place to another
very quickly. They see how people in other
zones dress, speak and behave. The world is
today creating one large village with very
diversified cultures. And, 'one global village,
one common culture' could soon become a
possibility.
The business world is no different. During the
dot-com
economic
bubble,
telecommunication companies invested
hundreds of millions of dollars laying fiberoptic infrastructure across the oceans
connecting India and China to the more
advanced industrial countries. This created an
abundant supply of technological connectivity

leading to dramatically low-cost Internet
connections,
data
transmission
and
telecommunications. We wired the world so
the cost to connect from New York to
Bangalore has become nearly the same as
connecting New York to California.
Trigger Factors
Market
Environment
Technology
Advancement
Business
Environment
Globalization
Services Sector
Customer
Demands

BPM Linkages
BPR, Redesign,
Process Innovation,
Process Excellence
ERP, BPMS, BP
Modelling, BP
Automation
BP Redesign, BP
Analysis, Process
Improvements
Offshoring, BPO,
Shared Services
BPS, GBS, Process
Quality
BPR, Redesign,
Process
Improvements

Dynamic Business Environment
Businesses too are becoming more complex.
There is a changing environment even within
companies. In the ever thinning margins and
whimsical customers, the need to be agile
and adaptive is important.
Coping with the complexity of today's
business environment is not about predicting
the future or reducing risk. It's about building
the capacity, in yourself, your people, and the
organization to adapt continuously and learn
speedily, in order to maximize the chances of
seizing fleeting opportunities (Ivey Business
Journal). Speed to decisions assumed greater
importance.
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Given diversity in business models,
management
systems,
employees,
customers, suppliers, and socio-political
systems, today leaders must respond to an
ever-increasing variety of often-conflicting
demands from multiple stakeholders. Given
the ambiguity in which most businesses
operate coupled with an overload of
information, often with conflicting data
points, it made it hard for business managers
get insights that can be applied judiciously.
This demanded newer ways to collate and
collect information that is being generated
through the various business processes. This
created quite a few changes within
organizations through business process
redesign, analysis, and reporting. When
accessible and available data is combined
with easy-to-use analysis and modelling tools,
frontline workers, when properly trained,
suddenly have sophisticated decision-making
capabilities - decisions that can be made
more quickly and problems resolved as soon
as they crop up.
Changing regulation changes the business
model very rapidly. Introduction of regulators
in virtually all sectors of the economy has
changed the way companies now have to
interact with the customers and change their
offerings. Reserve Bank of India has asked all
banks in India to replace the existing
magnetic stripe credit and debit cards with
the more secure chip-based cards by 30
November 2013.

Globalization
Globalization, the new buzz word that has
come to dominate the world since the

nineties of last century has added its share of
challenges and opportunities to the BPM mix.
Increased reliance on the market economy
and renewed faith in the private capital and
resources, combined with greater access to
developed country markets and technology
transfer held out promise of improved
productivity and higher living standards.
Besides growing business in trade and
commerce, India experienced a huge growth
in providing IT related services to the
countries across the globe. Also, with Indian
economy progressively opening up from
1991, the growing population suddenly
became a competitive advantage with vast
English speaking talent pool becoming
available to overseas markets for a cost
arbitrage. With Globalization, came Business
Process Off-Shoring, Outsourcing and a whole
new way of looking at BPM.
In his book The World is Flat, Thomas
Friedman advocates the perceptual shift
required for countries, companies and
individuals to remain competitive in a global
market, where historical and geographical
divisions
are
becoming
increasingly
irrelevant. Pankaj Ghemawat, a global
strategist argues that in a world that is
neither truly global nor truly local, companies
must find ways to manage differences and
similarities within and across regions.
There are two very important perspectives
for the BPM triggers from the services sector
and staff functions:
-

BPM, as it originated, whether from the
days of Adam Smith or Frederick Winslow
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Taylor,
-

-

obviously

focuse
used

process

manufacturing, engineering aand shop
floor management and related ffunctions
of an enterprise. So
o by 1960
1960s and 70s,
manufacturing processes ha
had advanced
immensely to make them more
systematic and process
ss dri
driven. Services
sector or staff functions have
ve gained their
attention and focus only in
n the last two
decades and hence, have started
tarted ap
applying
the best-in-c1ass manufactu
manufacturing practices
to Service sector, and progressively,
though slowly, to staff functions
nctions
From 1980s, the bourgeon
bourgeoning services
sector starting with the Banking
nking, Financial
Services
&
Insurance
nce
segments

improvements and innovations
nnovations on
transformed the busiiness world and the
way. business was conducted across
acro the
globe. Also, the challenges in the
th services
sectors and functions as well
w as the white
collar knowledge
edge workers
w
were very
different as they were not exposed to the
rigor as the core business functions/
processes like producction/ assembly lines
and the blue collar jobs/ workers were
w
subjected to.
The National Accounts classification
class
of the
services sector incorporates
incorpor
trade, hotels,
and restaurants; transport,
transpo
storage, and
communication; financing
ng, insurance, real
estate, and business services;
ser
and
community, social, and personal services,
s
and
in some cases, even construction.
constructio

Figure 05: Changing structure of Employment during Economic Development
One way to look at the structure
ucture o
of an
economy is to compare the sharres of its three
main sectors-agriculture, indu
ndustry, and
services - in the country's total
otal output and
employment. Initially, agricu
ulture is a

developing economy'ss most important sector.
But as income per capita
apita rises, agriculture
loses its primacy, giving
ng way
wa first to a rise in
the industrial sector, the
hen to a rise in the
service sector.
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These two consecutive shifts
fts are called
industrialization and post-indust
ndustrialization.
All growing economies are
re llikely to go
through these stages, which can
an be eexplained
by structural changes in consumer
onsumer d
demand
and in the relative labour produc
oductivity of the
three main economic sectors. (D
(Development
Education Program, The Word
d Ba
Bank).

Over the Iast 10 years - from 2001 to 2011,
the share of services sector in India has been
growing from 50.1 of GDP to 58.2% of GDP.
The comparisons with some of the major
countries are shared as per the graph below:

Figure 06: % Share –services Sector to Overall GDP
Recently, Reuters reported that Britain’s huge service sector rounded off its ‘str
strongest’ quarter in
more than 16 years (October 3, 2013)
The Economic Survey of India, 2012
2012-13
mentions that India's services sector has
emerged as a prominent sector in terms of its
contribution to national and states incomes,
trade flows, FDI inflows, and
d employment.

growth has been consistently above its
overall growth. Thus, for more than a
decade, the services sector has been pulling
up the growth of the Indian economy with a
great amount of stability.
stability

The growth story overall and services of
world and India in the 2000s began from
almost the same level of around 4 to 5 per
cent in 2000.

Since the Services Sector is not producing
prod
any
commodity, its products are all "soft", not
requiring the complex chain of manufacturing
and distribution. All the complexity
complexit there is,
exists either within the processing or
establishing a supply chain. This makes the
service sector ideal targets
target for BPM.

But over the years, India's overall and
services growth rates have outpaced those of
the world. Interestingly,
stingly, India's services
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Figure 07: Economic Survey
rvey of India
India- Growth Rate of Service GDP & Overall GDP (India & World)
Even in product and manufacturing
companies, progressively, costs of service
functions have disproportionally gone up,
not only due to automation and
mechanization on the shop floor, but also due
to new functions emerging in supply and
distribution chain. Engineering, design and
development services have also become the
focus to deliver speed to market and value to
customers and corporations.

Customer Demands
We live in an 'aware' world now. People are
lot more demanding. Demanding their rights,
better governance, better accountability,
better environment. The balance of power
has surely shifted from supplier to the
consumer. It is no more about sel
selling
products and services, but about creating a
great
overall
customer
experience.
Customers are now in the driver's seat,
expecting an experience that is targeted to
their demands.

In the world today, most customers look for
reliability and quality, often
oft
because the
customer's own business may depend on it.
These customers may choose the most
reliable offerings over those with the lowest
price. The supplier's ability to innovate to
meet customer specific needs is very
important to today. And finally, a lot can
depend on the transaction orientation of the
customer. Those familiar and comfortable
with
on-line
line
purchasing
may
fine
conventional sales-men
men driven efforts
irksome.
Pair of terms that are often used
interchangeably are Customer Needs and
Customer Wants. Our needs make up our
essentials kit while our wants are supposed
to be the desires we have for non-essentials.
non
Great examples could be high end cars, fancy
electronics, exotic holidays and fashion
jewellery - our wants are infinite. Needs are
easier
er to define but vary according to a
person's age, physical environment, health
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and many other factors. Need and wants are
relative - what may only be a want for a poor
person may be a need for a rich one. Also,
what may be a want at a point in time, may
be a need at a different or later point in time.
As Hammer said, "Process improvements
come from "walking in the customer's shoes",
finding out what it is that customers really
want, and then designing processes to meet
that demand". Focus on new business
models, operating models and structuring
models came part of business diaries to
innovate a whole new way of meeting
customer demands.

BPM: A Holistic View - Clarifying the
Terminologies.
As the name suggests, BPM literally means
managing processes relating to any business
environment. The scope covers virtually
everything that is done in any business
environment. To that extent, its reach is
rather wide and so long as it refers ta
"managing", there seems to be no
requirement for any improvement. However
the term "management" here should be
interpreted more liberally to gets its true
sense.
For
the
modern
business
organizations, it represents not just
monitoring, but also improvement of
business process efficiency and effectiveness,
usually with the help of ever evolving
technology.
Tom Davenport, a visiting professor at
Harvard Business School specializing in
Business Process Innovation and Knowledge
Management defined the term Business
Process in 1998 as "specific ordering of work

activities across time and place, with a
beginning, and an end, and with clearly
identified inputs and outputs". For it to be
strictly called a 'process', these work activities
should be continuously repeatable, and that
too with the same results each time.
Very often the term 'Business Process
Management' comes bundled with a complex
web of terminologies and then there are very
divergent views on each of them. One has to
merely take a look at the contributed articles
as published at the end of this paper. A very
large section of them are saying that 'using
more and more 'jargon' on this subject' is
actually creating more confusion than
solving any problem.
Terms such as BP Modeling, BP Mapping, BP
Automation,
BP
Improvement,
BPR
(Reengineering), BP Quality Models (Six
Sigma, Lean etc.,),BPMS (Systems), BPMI
(Initiative), Process Centralization, BPO
(Outsourcing), SSCs (Shared Service Centers)
BPS (Services), GICs (Global In-house
Captives), GBS (Global Business Services) and
so on are abounding in the world of business
for confusion. To top it all, many of these
terms are used interchangeably. The user
community has been announcing loudly and
clearly that it is of no use understanding the
concepts if the terminology remains elusive.
Hence, our first task is to link all the various
terminologies and group them together for
common understanding.
The term 'Business Process Management' is
best used as an overarching umbrella term
used to refer to any initiative in the business
world leading to a change or an improvement
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Figure 08: BPM-A Holistic View
in the processes for the betterment of the
Systems is a single or a group of
customer, shareholder, or employee. This can
software systems that automate and
take three major forms as per figure 08.
simplify the task of managing business
processes,
supplementing
or
BPM can be classified into three dimensions:
complementing the ERPs. Usually all
BPM efforts use some form of BPMS
1. BPC-Business Process Consolidation
to restructure the processes and they
of the processes in one or more
have become so inter-dependent to
locations, or
the extent that many companies use
2. BPT-Business Process Transformation
these two terms as interchangeable.
referring to improving/ transforming
To get the full power of BPM and
the way things are done. Incremental
focus on the real end business
changes can be called improvements
objective of meeting customer needs
(BPI) and radical changes and
and wants, BPMS is best seen as a
fundamental rethinking or redesign be
strong enabler, but never as same.
called reengineering (BPR).
3. BPMS Business Process Management
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stage over the last 20+ years.

Global India-The Power of BPM
The economic reforms and liberalization
measures kick started the sea change in the
way India as a country shaped itself to
become the world's largest democracy and
one of the rising economic giants in the world

Offerings of world class services in the field of
IT and IT Enabled Services have also marked
the success story of the country in this same
period. The resultant economic growths truly
made India emerge as the 'Global India' and
this term is here to stay!

Figure 09: Global India from BP standpoint
The brief details of the above categories are
as under
• Overseas Companies have either setup
their in-house captive shared service
centres or have outsourced to companies
in India. These companies have made
India the global hub for off shoring and
have brought huge value by bringing best
- in- class practices in all aspects of BPM.
The Domestic India Organizations will
stand to benefit as long as these best in
class practices are suitably adapted for
Indian context, better termed as 'best-incontext' practices.
• The success story of India becoming a
preferred location for providing business

process management services to global
organizations, and looking to remain
competitive, is well known. Interestingly,
from an India-to-India perspective, there
is limited information available on how
well Indian companies are adopting
similar strategies, including setting up of
Shared Service Centres (SSCs). Indian
companies too have begun to do the
same. Vast majority of Indian companies
continue to operate within the traditional
functional (distributed locations or
centralized locations) set-up, However,
many of the progressive companies
have begun to realize the value of
business process consolidation through
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•

shared services - whether captive or
outsourced. The Domestic - Functional
organizations can be in private sector,
public sector or even government
departments.
Yet another feature coming up on the
scene is the Indian companies having
vast business interests overseas, but
consolidating their staff functions in
India (including functions of their units
overseas). We call this, India Overseas.

India's journey as a global hub for services
goes back to the mid 1980's when Texas
Instruments set up an R&D facility in India.
Interestingly, the first global shared service
centres in India were set up for providing
services in the fields of Engineering and
R&D.
Besides British Airways and Swissair
initiating shared services operations, the
mid-1990's was the real launch of the
evolution of India as a global destination,
with two large American companies -

American Express and General Electric
setting up captives in India. American
Express is seen as the pioneer which
consolidated its back office operations for
Japan, Asia-Pacific & Australia (JAPA), by
establishing its Financial Resource Centre in
New Delhi. Soon thereafter, General
Electric set up its India captive which was a
fully owned subsidiary of GE Capital.
The success of the American Express and
GE captives encouraged several global
companies, particularly in the Banking,
Financial Services & Insurance (BFSI)
segment, to set up captives (also called as
Global Inhouse Captives or GICs) in India
between end1990 to mid-2000. The list of
companies includes HSBC, Standard
Chartered Bank and Bank of America.
Subsequently,
global
companies
in
manufacturing, IT and other domains
commenced off shoring their back office
operations. These include Daimler, Ford,
Honeywell, Dell, Du Pont, Shell, Coca Cola,
to name a few.

Figure 10: Growth of captives from 1990 to 2010- Global context
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While Nasscom estimates an annual bill
billing
of US$ 69.1 Billion from Indian
an companies
within the IT & ITES segments to
o the
their clients
overseas, they estimate an
n amount of
US$31.7 Billion as billing to
o the domestic
market. This does not' include
lude domes
domestic
shared services. Figure
gure below prov
provides a
view of export versus domestics
estics revenues
growth in India.

Private Sector
As a leading member of the
e G20 and the
World Trade Organisation,, In
India also

punches its weight in multilateral
multil
fora and
is consulted on keyy global
gl
challenges
including climate change
ge, energy security
and combating intern
rnational terrorism.
India's large and expanding
panding consumer
c
market as well as its vast, young and
skilled labour force
rce makes it a magnet for
foreign investors.
tors. Indian companies on
the other hand have emerged as key
global players and are
re increasing
i
their
investments across the
he world.
wo
India is
being courted as a strategic partner by
the United States, the
he European Union
and many of its Asian neighbours.
ne

.

In the last two decades, theree haves been
major strategic changes both
th in the way India
and Indian companies deall with the world as
well as the way Indian companies
es deal within
Indian borders. Indian
ndian comp
companies are
competing with the best in
n the wo
world in
terms of strategy and management
ment.

the top 100. One in Public
ublic Sector
Secto and One
Private Sector, Out of 8 companies
compan in Fortune
500, 5 are Public Sectorr (IOC,
(IO BP, HP, SBI &
ONGC) and 3 (RIL, Tata
ata Motors
Motor and Tata
Steel). Alll these Public Sector or Private
Sector companies
es have leveraged
leve
BPM for
their identified service function.
funct

The list of Fortune 500 for the yea
year 2013 now
features eight Indian companie
ompanies with Indian
Oil and Reliance Industries
ries finding a place in

The RvaluE survey 2012"" indicates that SSCs
are gaining momentum as a strategic
strat
option
for Indian organizationss to improve service
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levels and process efficiencies. In the period
2006 to 2010, the number of SSCs set up by
Indian organizations has almost tripled
compared to the prior five-year period.
With the proliferation of India-based GICs
and BPOs servicing overseas operations,
several
Indian
organizations
began
considering the shared services model as a
viable strategic option for their Indian
operations as well.

Indian companies like Hindustan Unilever, Dr.
Reddy's, Tata Motors and Ranbaxy set up
SSC's in the mid-2000's that managed
business processes for their business units in
India. Interestingly, all these companies
started their SSCs with F&A processes.
Simultaneously, the BFSI segment of India
also considered multiple structuring models SSCs, Outsourcing and Hybrid Models( In
house + Outsourcing), to manage their back
office operations.

Figure 12: Evolution of Indian SSCs
The first phase of the Indian captive
The second phase started in 2003 and
market started in 1998 when several banks
continued till 2006, when many Indian
initiated setting up shared services: For
companies from multiple domains like
example, HDFC set up an independent
HUL, Tata Motors, Dr. Reddy's and Ranbaxy
associate company (ADFC) to manage
set up SSCs. Hindustan Unilever is
transactional activities.
considered to be one the pioneers to set
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up shared services for its India operat
operations
in line with global best practices. The HUL
SSC was a separate legal entity (Indigo),
operating out of Bangalore and Chennai.

The third phase (from 2007 to 2010) saw
many telecom companies and other large
corporations setting up shared services.

Figure 13: BPO revenues
revenues-Split by vertical
the Philippines are strongly vying for the pie.
Indian providers are extending and deepening
their back-office
office and professional service
offerings, undertaking end-to-end
end
activities of
greater complexity. In addition, an important
development has been the growth of the
domestic BPO market where companies are
providing services for Indian customers. This
signifies growth within the ambit of the
Indian territory.
Figure 14: Cost Savings due to setting up SSC
Phil Taylor of the University of Strathclyde
Business School admits that the IT sector is
still demonstrating expansion, even though
the rate of growth has now decl
declined from the
frantic pace of a decade ago. He
acknowledged that several countries such as

Public Sector
KPMG, in its reportt on Public
P
Sector
Enterprises, 2012
2 states “Despite
“
the wave of
privatization across Indiia, the centre and
state owned enterprisess control vast swaths
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of national GDP of India. Rising globalization
and integration of the Indian economy with
global markets has opened up new
opportunities and challenges for the public
sector. With the opening of the Indian
economy for the private players the Central
Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) now have to
compete on a level playing field with the
private sector by setting industry benchmarks'
and international standards and evaluate
their performance.”
The report also highlights some areas of
improvement "It is imperative for CPSEs to
mobilise internal resources and assets,
improve operational efficiency, invest in
innovation, improve customer service in
order to survive and sustain the negative fallout of various global and Indian economic
measures."
Our studies have shown that several
progressive Public Sector organisations have
begun well on the journey of BPM. Almost all
of them are Enterprise Systems enabled.
Many have well defined strategy on setting
up shared services. Some of the companies
have already transferred several in-house
processes to their shared services centre.
In the western world several public
enterprises at the county level have
established several such centres consolidating
common processes starting with IT and then
finance, payroll and so on. Some of these
departments are as diverse as Health Care,
Environment, Education, Police & Fire, and
Justice.

and social pressures are increasingly
turning to shared services to drive
reforms. As their shared services models
are maturing, they are realizing the
benefits of significant cost reductions, as
well as improved processing time,
increased transparency and a new focus
on customer service.

SME Segment
Are the benefits of a shared service model
sole prerogative of large organisations?
Certainly not! Several companies within
the Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)
segment are now beginning to take
advantage of common services or 'shared
which
are
referred
as
services'
"aggregators of services".
•

Example of Justdial as an
aggregator at the front end who
market
reach
and
provides
penetration to thousands of
businessmen, shopkeepers, traders
and
mechanics
who
would
otherwise be dependent only on
walk-ins.

•

There are similar examples of large
F&A aggregating units being run by
Chartered Accountants to provide
not only finance functions, but also
taxation, excise and compliance.

•

In the last few years, independent
providers have created innovative
solutions
on
individual
and
corporate tax filing using various IT
tools.

Public sector leaders experiencing fiscal
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In all of this, two things are
e comm
common: Use
of technology and adoptio
on of best
practices. None of these would h
have been
possible had the functionss remained in
their small independent
ndependent un
units. Use of
technology has created
eated faster and mor
more
accurate results with ease of reco
record
keeping. Further the service
vice p
providing
firms have also created
ated robu
robust and well
established
processes
to
ensu
ensure
standardization and adherencce to controls
& compliance.
Most of these centres are ccurrently
operating in smaller yet urban
rban centres.
Progressively these centres can go more
rural and support the local wo
workforce in
those communities. These centres can
provide services to manyy businesses
located locally.
Pooling and sharing resourrces creates
greater possibilities for
or smaller b
businesses
to use more advanced
ed techno
technologies,
benefit from senior professio
professional services
and gain betterr control over their
organizations. Small businesses
sses become
stronger, more accountab
able, more
financially sound and efficient,
t, and better
equipped to' offer affordable,
le, h
high-quality
services
creating
for
themselves
significant competitive
e advan
advantage. Some
of the business functions tha
hat can easily
be considered for consolidati
idation are F&A,
payroll, banking, administrat
istrative services,
insurance and purchasing.

BP to BP- the Outcome of BPM
Process, to be effective, needs to
o lead direc
directly

to Performance.
ormance. And Business Process
Improvement must
st lead to Business
Performance
Improveme
rovement.
Any
improvement in the proces
ocess that does not
lead to an improved performance
perfo
is wasteful.
Various leaders tend to classify
cla
the term
'Performance' with a multitude
mul
of measures.
Our research has shown
own these
thes can largely be
grouped into six
ix buckets
bucke called Primary
Business Outcomes. Ach
hieving competitive
advantage is clearly the
he principal
p
one. This, in
fact, includes the strategic
ategic dimension
d
of focus
on core business, and reduces
r
distractions
from an enterprise'ss main focus and enhances
geographical mobility.

Competitive Advantage is an advantage
over competitors
mpetitors gained by offering
offer greater
value to consumers, either
eit
by means of
lower prices or by providing greater
benefits and service that justifies higher
prices. It is a condition
on which enables a
company to operate in a more efficient or
otherwise higher-quality
ality manner than the
companies it competes
ompetes with,
w
and which
results in benefitss accruing to that
company. A competitive
compet
advantage
essentially has to be one that
tha not only
merely represents bette
tter performance than
that of its competitors
tors, but also carries a
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dominant position in the market. This
advantage can therefore represent both a
better top line as well as bottom line.
A critical success factor in establishing
competitive advantage is ability to create
knowledge and move it from one part of the
organization to another. Organizations must
learn from their environment how to
survive and improve their position.
Managers must link their core competence
to different types of corporate strategies
across time. Secondly, if enterprises are to
remain competitive, they need to reduce
the complexities resulting from widely
dispersed and often disparate business
processes.
Cost Effectiveness here should not be
confused with cost benefit, which is more of
a term for financial decision-making. CE is
an analysis that brings best possible
advantage for the lowest possible costs.
Very often this term is used to compare two
(or more) situations where the outcome
may not always be quantifiable in terms on
money.
A BPM strategy brings out the best example
of cost effectiveness. Taking the advantage
of economies of scale, improved processes,
creating a fertile ground for innovation, and
releasing the leaders' bandwidth to focus
on the core business rather than
transactions are great examples of
'effectiveness'.
Customer Experience could be referred to
as the overall experience a customer has
with a supplier of goods or services over the

duration of their relationship. This can
include an interaction with an employee, a
service (often automated), or a product even well after the product has been
purchased. Many companies may excel in
individual interactions with customers, but
they fail to pay adequate attention to the
customer's complete experience.
Research has shown that organizations able
to skillfully manage the entire spectrum of
customer experience reap better rewards:
enhanced customer satisfaction, increased
revenue, and even greater employee
satisfaction. They also discover effective
ways to collaborate across functions and
levels, a process that delivers gains
throughout the company.
Creating
and
delivering
processes
seamlessly and avoiding multiple touchpoints and possible errors can go along way
in increasing customer experience. The SSC
can create a hotbed for innovation, improve
processes, collect and analyse data,
including profiling customers and provide
critical input for product or service design.
A risk to be aware of is the employees
believing they are transaction processors.
Often business processes are too complex for
the operating staff to fully comprehend how
their efforts are impacting the final product. A
'cog in the wheel' phenomena has to be
watched out for. A feeling of any such nature
can become a road-block to innovation and
excellence. Here is where great leadership
can make a lot of difference.
An indicative/ key customer experience
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parameters are:

Operational Excellence can mean various
things to various people. Some define it as
lower operating cost or reduced inventory
while others describe it in terms of increased
efficiency or better quality. Fundamentally
the term refers to that state of affairs of an
organisation where the processes are carried
out at their best possible efficiency and
effectiveness. Since the word 'best' can be
relative, it also means having a culture of
continuous improvement. The process of
improvement in an organization often
involves management setting one of these
goals, employees making changes in their
areas to achieve it, then management setting
a new goal. The Institute for Operational
Excellence, USA refers to it as the point at
which each and every employee can see the
flow of value to the customer, and fix that
flow before it breaks down. It applies to every
leve! and every person in the organization,
from executives all the way down to the
employees producing the product. It's clear,
concise, practical, actionable and teachable.

Efforts to achieve operational excellence are
not about eliminating waste or lowering cost.
Rather, the end goal is to have operations be
a key player in creating and delivering
products that customers want in order to
establish perpetual business growth.
Invariably
improvement
begins
by
establishing
a
baseline.
Process
documentation, charting a visual work-flow
and establishing correct output measures
essential for 'baselining'. The next step is to
what-if scenarios and measure needle
movement in output by applying each of the·
scenarios. There are enough and more tools
available to help companies on their journey
of operations excellence. Application of LEAN
or Six Sigma, or even more sophisticated ones
such as COPC or eSCM.
Operational excellence is therefore both
static and fluid. And more importantly it is a
state of mind - a culture that permeates
through the entire organisation.
Control, Compliance & Governance (CCG) is
a feature that can bring down the company
without anyone even realising it. Everyone
has seen and felt the recent debacle within
the financial world in the opening years of
the 21st century. We are still reeling under it.
The root cause of it all was, quite clearly, loss
of control and poor governance. The setting
up of the SOX Act in the US, Companies
(Audit, Investigations and Community
Enterprise) Act in the UK and Financial
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Figure 15: COSO Framework
Instruments & Exchange Act of Japan are
examples of legislation enacted by the large
economies of the world to not only ensure
good governance but also ensure accurate
reporting. The concepts of 'significant
accounts' and 'significant processes' need to
be well understood for proper application.
COSO framework is fundamental to CCG and
all leaders and staff of BPM need to get
oriented to the components of this
framework.
Subsequent
to
SOX
implementation globally, and Clause 49 in
India, this has assumed even greater
importance.
CCG is also important to the shareholder
community. Investors want to know that their
money is being used to make companies
grow, not to idle or waste. Those with
controlling interest should be held
accountable for what they do with company
funds.

Compliance usually refers to the company
obeying all the laws and regulations in
regards to how they manage the business,
their staff, and their treatment towards their
consumers. The concept of compliance is to
make sure that corporations act responsibly.
Occasionally compliance can also mean
adhering to commitments and contracts that
the company may have made in the past.
Compliance is one of the 'negative' features
of business. Complying to law will not get you
any benefits but not adhering to it can put
you in big trouble with the law - usually with
criminal penalties.
Rules regarding CCG can be easily
incorporated within the regular business
processes. A systemised process can generate
reports for management review, reporting as
well as exception handling. Building a robust
mechanism of authorisation hierarchy and
financial thresholds are simple pre-emptive
measures of controls.
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BPMS has introduced quite a few tools for
making the compliance robust and these can
be well integrated into the BPM for effective
tracking, monitoring and reporting.
Leadership Excellence is brought about by
creating a culture of trust, an opportunity to
learn & grow, and freedom to innovate. Our
research has overwhelmingly pointed out
that competent leaders can make a
difference in the way any SSC operates and is
accepted within the organisation or to an
outsourcing customer. Competent, capable
leaders who can adapt to changing
circumstances and inspire outstanding
performance are a source of strategic
advantage. Therefore Leadership Excellence is
a two way street. Great leaders create a great
environment, which in turn create great
leaders.

Most often SSCs operate under very
professional
conditions.
Leaders
are
encouraged to learn and pass on to their
teams the value of their contribution to the
customer or the end-product. Leaders should
also be specialists in their domain. They
should have a clear understanding both at
transactional level as well as the macro end
product level.
Leaders of change should have a bold yet
open mind set. They must have Thought
Leadership - a map of where you wish to take
the organization and the means to achieve it,
Results Leadership - swimming against the
tide of inertia normally accumulated in the
organization, Relationship
Leadership
connecting the relationships and Change
Leadership - champion of change.
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